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Is It Nearing “Showdown Time” On Planet Earth?
By Esu
Apr 9, 2011

http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/03-1-11.html click the link for Esu's pic taken in 1961 if it doesn't
show in here and you have not seen it.

Is It Nearing “Showdown Time” On Planet Earth?
1/11/03 - Esu “Jesus” Sananda
Good morning, my scribe. It is I, Esu “Jesus” Sananda. Be still and allow for the energies to settle.
I come in the Light of Creator God. My core being expresses from the Golden-White Light of
Creation, a vibration of Purity and Balance.
I must remind all ones—especially those of you who call upon the Higher Realms regularly for
guidance and counsel—to be VERY diligent in clearing your space of unwanted “negative”
energies. Make no assumption that you are beyond reach from the Dark Tricksters, for their
“craftiness” is quite well practiced and their subtle ways are quite effective. This caution is needed
moreso now, and in the coming months and years, due to the vibrational upshifting in the “aethers”
(the non-physical energy space that permeates the entirety of Creation).
You and all ones on your planet, as well as all physical matter, are speeding up (vibrating at a
faster rate). This increase in physical vibration is due to the energy that you, your planet, and your
solar system are passing through at this time. As you continue to acclimate to these shifting
energies, you will begin to notice more and more that the veil which separates the physical from
the non-physical is becoming thinner. Among other things, this means that you will be able to more
easily connect with non-physical entities—many of whom do not have your best interests in mind.
By saying a prayer, affirmation, visualization, or whatever you feel helps you to connect with
Creator Source within, you are calling into your presence Angels, Lighted Beings, and other Spirit
Guides who will act as Guardians so as to keep the Tricksters away. Without such watchful
protection, you leave yourself open to whomever shows up.
We honor your choice to open-up to whatever energies you may choose. Many do not believe that
they are susceptible to Dark Energies, and in a somewhat egotistical way feel that only weak
individuals need the assistance of the Lighted Brotherhood. Again, if this be your belief and
choice, then we shall honor your free will, and allow for you to experience whomever or whatever
comes your way.
We of the Lighted Realms encourage ALL ones who read this message to make part of your daily
routine affirmations (prayers, visualizations, and such) that will allow the Lighted Brotherhood to
more fully assist you throughout your lives.
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This can be as simple as acknowledging your connection to God when you awaken in the
morning. As you stretch your arms out, see and feel the Light and Warmth (Love) of Creator God
washing all over you. Before, after, or even during a meal, you may find it quite beneficial to once
again acknowledge and give thanks for the Energy that went into the items from which you gain
physical nourishment. And prior to laying down for your evening respite, you would be quite wise
indeed to reaffirm your intent toward the Light (Light here symbolizes the Goodness and Love of
Creator God), and see this Light coming from within you and expanding outward until your whole
family is encompassed within its reach. Even distant family members can benefit greatly from such
assistance offered on your behalf.

ESU “JESUS” SANANDA
This reproduction is from an actual photograph taken on June 1, 1961 in Chichen Itza, Yucatan, by
one of thirty archaeologists working in the area at the time. Esu Sananda appeared in visible,
tangible body and permitted his photograph to be taken.
The games being played on a planetary scale are continuing to escalate toward a point where
intervention by the Lighted Brotherhood and those aligned with this intent toward service of others
(namely, the extraterrestrial “Peace Corps” who have been assisting you and your planet since the
very beginning of sentient life on your world) will become an in-your-face reality. At that point, all
the debates over whether or not you are being visited will come to an end.
You ones always want to know WHEN and WHERE will this intervention take place. We of the
Lighted Realms will only offer to you the following: it depends on the sequence of unfolding events
more than anything else. For example, those who make the decisions to use nuclear weapons can
either accelerate the timeline or push it back, depending on the choices they make. We of the
Lighted Realms will NOT allow your planet to be destroyed, nor will we allow the slaughter
of those who need just a little more time in the schoolroom so that they can “graduate” to
the next level of spiritual awareness.
The Dark Tricksters would rather destroy the entire planet just so the small percentage of
individuals mentioned above WON’T experience a “breakthrough” in their awareness. This is truly
the level of insanity that is being dealt with by we of the Lighted Realms.
We not only have the means by which to accomplish our mission of salvation, but we have explicit
permission to intervene if and when conditions (unfolding events) warrant our assistance. Your
world leaders have been duly notified of our intent and know that we mean business.
[Editor's Note: See the two messages from Archangel Michael that were received at about this
same time. One is titled “Understand Who Are The Host Of God” and the other is “A New Year's
Message From Archangel Michael”. The implicit warnings expressed in all these messages
strongly suggests that some very desperate and dangerous plans were being considered at the
time by the elite world-control crooks.]
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We have, in the past, shut down entire arsenals of nuclear weapons. We have repeatedly
“aborted” the many attempts to put weapons into orbit around your globe. And we have proven to
the major world leaders that we will not tolerate the war games they try to play.
There are some on your place who believe that with so-called “super-secret” advanced weapons
they can match the technology of the so-called “extraterrestrial threat”. To these ones we say: you
must know by now, from the few craft you have recovered, that they are based on technology that
is MANY THOUSANDS OF YEARS OLD from our point of view, and yet MANY THOUSANDS OF
YEARS ADVANCED from your so-called “advanced” technical toys.
Those civilizations who travel among the stars only gain the ability and knowledge to do so by
developing their inner spiritual connection to Creator Source. It is through this inner development
that all advanced knowledge is gifted to a civilization as they mature and prove that they are
capable of responsibly handling same.
To those who believe they can stop us from intervening, should the planet be threatened in
a global manner by the hotheaded puppets who do the bidding of the Master Tricksters:
you haven’t seen anything at all in terms of ADVANCED technology from your Space
Brothers. NOTHING AT ALL!
Please note that there are many individuals and agencies who monitor both these messages and
those of you who are responsible for their existence and survival. Some of what is written here is
directed to these “monitors” as a message within a message.
While on the subject of a conduit for these messages—I, Esu “Jesus” Sananda, along with MANY
others of the Lighted Realms, thank you who support this effort both financially as well as with
many kind letters and prayers. Without your support, this conduit would simply not exist.
There is much energy “churning” in the aethers as this message is being penned. Let me remind
you ones briefly of lessons offered in years past:
Prior to any physical manifestation, there is first formed an idea. This focus exists in what might be
termed “mental-energy space”. As more and more emotional energy (desire) is added to the
mental idea, a perturbation in the aethers occurs that begins to summon forth the means by which
to coalesce and precipitate the final results in the physical realm.
Let us take, for example, an inventor who sees a need for a non-polluting form of renewable
energy, and who is by background an engineer with a broad understanding of physics and
chemistry. As such an individual focuses his desire to find such a source of energy (his idea), a
vibrational signal is sent out, from within his being, into the aethers—in a manner not too different
in concept from the Internet.
This request begins to elicit responses immediately in the form of solution ideas. The rate and
clarity of the solutions is directly proportional to the amount of emotional energy (desire) behind his
original idea. The longer one is focusing on any particular idea with desire, the more the Universe
begins to coordinate so that events begin to unfold—such as “chance” meetings with others who
are working on the same or similar projects, or funding for research seems to appear just when
one needs it, or any number of “coincidental” happenings that would allow for the manifesting of
the highly desired idea.
You each create in this manner, some more deliberately than others. But such is the basic method
by which your perceived physical reality is fundamentally constructed.
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When I say that there is a “churning” in the aethers, I am referring to what can only be described
as a diverging duality in mass consciousness. It is as if “heaven” and “hell” are both trying to
manifest simultaneously.
As the frequency of your planet speeds up, those who are on a path of enlightenment are racing
toward an ideal world of peace, while at the same time those who are single-mindedly trying to
bring about complete world domination and control are racing toward a very “dark” outcome. In
short—the dark, narrow-minded ones are getting “darker”, and the enlightened humanitarian ones
are getting “lighter”.
This dichotomy is causing the “churning” in the aethers wherein time itself is beginning to distort in
order to accommodate the opposing energies. It is quite interesting from the point of view of the
observer, as predictable outcomes continually shift as the masses, as a whole, continue to wrestle
with the inner uncertainty of what exactly is taking place. The larger majority of your world sense
that time is speeding up, and that there is “something” inside themselves that is not quite the
same.
We of the Lighted Realms continually stand ready to answer the many calls from the hearts of
these ones when their desire is clarified within their mind. Meanwhile, the Master Trickster will
undoubtedly use more “shock therapy”—such as happened on September 11, 2001—in order to
keep ones focused on the lower-vibrational emotional energies of grief, fear, and anger. This tactic
in general keeps ones externally focused (distracted), and thus diverts ones’ attention away from
what is awakening within as their consciousness continues to expand (move upward in frequency).
This sort of “shock therapy” also buys time for the Dark Manipulators, as they can ONLY function
within the “shadows of consciousness” wherein conscious awareness is low. Their influence is
much like the subliminal mind-control that permeates your movies, television, music, and
advertisements. Likewise, they know that their time is indeed quite short, and thus they will
become more and more erratic in their attempts to control from behind the scenes. In the light of
exposure, these dark entities become quite ineffective, and thus go elsewhere where they can
continue their chosen journey of exploring Creation.
Due to the unpredictable nature of the energies being summoned into your world, you are
creating, as a planetary whole, a unique situation that warrants great study and monitoring by the
many advanced beings who watch over your planet and its many inhabitants. Great care is taken
on both individual levels and planetary levels to ensure that each being is given the maximum
possible opportunity to grow. This unique unfolding of events also provides many an advanced
being with great challenges that will inevitably cause them to stretch and grow. This cycle of
expansion and growth is limitless, and each of you play a role in making it all possible. None are
insignificant or without purpose.
If you are uncertain as to what your purpose is in all of this, you may find comfort in knowing that
you are not alone. Even some of the ones who pen these messages for we of the Lighted Realms
are uncertain of their “purpose”!
Your purpose, in a very general way, is to experience and grow. Helping others to do likewise, by
being a friend, counselor, or mentor, will likely be something you should find rewarding, especially
if you are drawn to this sort of information. This message is offered with you, who will be reading it,
in mind. It is of a general nature so as to cause you to go within and challenge your beliefs,
preconceptions, and possible misunderstandings about yourself and the world in which you live.
Behind every question you ask is a desire—a desire to UNDERSTAND more, a desire to GROW
beyond who you perceive yourself to be at the present time. Follow this desire. Be passionate
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about seeking answers to your questions. You will not only be making your life much more
enjoyable, but you WILL be fulfilling your very own unique purpose.
I am Esu “Jesus” Sananda, come in the Radiant One Light of Creator God to answer the call of the
heart for insight, as well as to play my part, alongside you ones, as a co-creator of life experience.
May you each learn the wisdom of calling upon the Lighted Brotherhood often for assistance, so
as to ensure that you are maximizing the growth potential of all ones, everywhere.
Much Love, Light, Joy, and Happiness to you all! Salu.
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THE POLAR SHIFT Part 4 of the Divine Plan
By MOSES
Jun 30, 2011

http://www.truthwinds.com/siterun_data/bellringers_corner/vital_articles/news.php?q=1308925388

11/8-11/92 MOSES

THE POLAR SHIFT
Good Morning to you, Blessed Child. Today, I wish to speak to you on that which you call the
"shifting of the earth" or the "polar shift". My Child, though many of you do know of the same, the
vast numbers of the populace DO NOT, nor would they be readily accepting that the Earth is a
LIVING organism which must, too, have a rest from the ABUSE inflicted upon her. Therefore, I
ask you to print this material and disseminate it unto the people such that they may be informed
and make changes as they so desire.
I will not tell you that which to do or not to do, for many, many of you SHALL PERISH. This is a
fact. Seas and mountains will be where there were none. The oceans shall churn up their buried
treasures from long ages past. Continents buried beneath many layers of silt and sand shall rise
anew. Ships shall sink to their burial to return no more. Vast areas of land shall be seen no
more. Large cities shall be buried and oceans shall move in to clean the debris.
Children, this is the ULTIMATE HOUSE CLEANING. And the same shall be done unto you as you
have not taken the moves to DO your own cleaning. You have poisoned your environment and
that of the other of God's creations which must live therein. You have POLLUTED NOT ONLY
THE WORD OF CREATOR, BUT YOU HAVE POLLUTED HIS CREATIONS. AND THE SAME
SHALL NOT STAND. Simply stated, THERE SHALL BE A REDISTRIBUTION OF THE OCEANS.
Your earth wobbles as a man drunk with wine, or as a spinning top out of control, about to come to
a halt. Your time is borrowed in terms of actual months, and the same are FEW. Great numbers
of you SHALL PERISH if you do not wipe yourselves out with nuclear wars beforehand. So, I say
unto you, how much time do you have to waste? Just how much can you do about that which is
going on around you? Well, let it be known that you can do a great deal if you are unified in your
efforts. Even if you are not unified, ONE PERSON CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. I ASK YOU TO
LOOK AT ONE COURAGEOUS MARTIN LUTHER KING, FOR INSTANCE. He first stood alone.
The question is, "WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?"
You can get your government "BACK", and you can build up your own defense system such that
you can protect yourselves. You can toss out the SECRET SOCIETIES which run your
government. You can call a halt to the murders of innocent people who speak out against your
government. The numbers grow into the HUNDREDS, and you are not told THE TRUTH. You
are fed LIES AND MORE LIES through your media. You believe that which you are told. And you
sleep on while your world runs more and more out of control. EACH CAN DO SOMETHING.
YOU WHO WILL DO NOTHING ARE HIGHLY ACCOUNTABLE FOR YOUR DECISION TO DO
NOTHING "WHILE ROME BURNS".
Now, be of the understanding that these so-called "shifts" are periodic occurrences and are
necessary PURGES BY THE EARTH. Many of you think you are doing the so-called ethnic
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cleansing. Well, news and more news. Mother Earth gets to do the ultimate ETHNIC
CLEANSING, and she may not have the same sort of ethnic cleansing in mind that you therein
have.
Many of you have been given to move inland away from places of obvious destruction. Many of
you have been warned in dream state and you have found the need to move. Many of you have
been given jobs to take you to other places and you have listened to the urging to follow another
road at the crossroads of life. Many of you have been warned by a nudge or a push to follow a
certain course and YOU HAVE NOT LISTENED. Such is your own choosing. Many of you WILL
SURVIVE THE SHIFTING OF THE EARTH, but billions of you WILL GO BEFORE and DURING
this catastrophe.
AS IT IS, MANY OF YOU WILL be lifted off the earth by beings from other spheres who are here
for the purposes of retrieving those WHO LOVE AND TRULY SERVE HOLY GOD CREATOR.
Those who serve the Antichrist are busy building all manner of underground shelters to hide from
the fury and to remain within their body structures. These are the ones who LOVE GOLD AND
SILVER, WHO LOVE POWER, WHO LIVE THE "GOOD LIFE" AT THE EXPENSE OF EACH OF
YOU. THESE ARE THE ONES WHO DREAD THE LEAVING OF THE BODY AND WILL DO
ANYTHING WITHIN THEIR POWER TO CONTINUE THE STAY THEREIN, AS THEY ARE
TERRIBLY FRIGHTENED TO BEHOLD THAT WHICH AWAITS THEM IN THE AFTER.
Precious Children, the Antichrist WITHIN THESE WORLD LEADERS IS FIGHTING "TOOTH AND
NAIL" TO TAKE THE VERY LAST ONE OF YOU INTO THE DEPTHS OF THE SEA AS YOU
ARE.......LOADED WITH ALL MANNER OF DARKNESS. THE SAME IS SEEKING TO KILL AS
MANY OF YOU AS POSSIBLE THAT YOU MIGHT BE DONE AWAY.......HOPING TO UNLOAD
THE WEIGHT OF YOU, THEREBY AVOIDING THE SHIFTING.
LET IT BE KNOWN....AND THIS IS FOR YOU WHO WORK IN SECRET TO HIDE YOUR EVIL
WORKS FROM THE MASSES, THE EARTH WILL SHIFT WHEN FATHER-GOD-CREATOR
DECIDES UPON THE SAME. MANY, MANY OF YOU EVIL ENTITIES WILL SINK TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE OCEANS TO BE GIVEN YOUR JUST BURIAL. MANY OF YOU WHO
PREPARE FOR YOURSELVES ALL MANNER OF SHELTERS IN "SAFE" PLACES WILL BE
EVER SURPRISED TO FIND OUT THAT YOU "DO NOT" OUT-GUESS THE FATHER OF ALL
WISDOM. MANY OF YOU EVIL WORKERS OF DARKNESS WHO HAVE INVESTED GREAT
SUMS OF MONEY IN YOUR "PROTECTIVE" UNDERGROUND SHELTERS HAVE BEEN LIED
TO BY THE ADVERSARY AND YOU ARE LIVING A LIE AND HOPING AGAINST HOPE. IT IS
NOT WISE TO TRY TO OUTGUESS MOTHER EARTH.
Precious Children, for those of you who wish to stick around, I would advise you to CLEAN OUT
THE INNER SUCH THAT YOU CAN HEAR THE WORD OF HOLY CREATOR COMING TO
YOU. BE ADVISED THAT FOR YOU WHO HAVE ALL MANNER OF NEGATIVES STORED
THEREIN, SUCH THAT YOUR RECEPTION IS CUT OFF, WILL NOT BE UNTO THE
RECEIVING FROM THIS END. I WARN YOU AND TAKE THIS AS IS...A SERIOUS WARNING.
BE UNTO THE RECEIVING FROM THIS END. I WARN YOU AND TAKE THIS AS IS...A
SERIOUS WARNING. BE UNTO THE CLEANING OF YOUR INNER VESSELS AS YOU HAVE
BEEN DIRECTED. AND BE UNTO THE DOING OF THAT WHICH YOU CAN DO TO BRING
THE POWER OF TRUTH IN ALL YOUR AFFAIRS. IF YOU ARE IN THE ARMY OF FATHERGOD-CREATOR, YOU ARE INDEED VALIANT AND YOU WILL DO YOUR PART TO STOP THE
SPREAD OF THIS EVIL.
MANY, MANY OF YOU EXPRESSED A DESIRE TO COME FORTH IN THESE LATTER DAYS
TO FIGHT IN THE ARMY OF HOLY CREATOR, BUT NOW YOU RENEGE ON YOUR END OF
THE CONTRACT. YOU HAVE TURNED AWAY FROM ALL THAT IS OF CREATOR AND UNTO
THE LOVE OF THE MATERIAL, AND YOU HAVE CUT YOURSELF OFF FROM THE RICHNESS
OF THE LIGHT OF GOD. REMEMBER THAT THE SAME IS YOUR VERY OWN CHOICE AND
NONE OTHER. IF YOU WILL NOT BE UNTO DOING YOUR SHARE, IT SHALL NOT GET
DONE, FOR NO ONE, I SAID "NO ONE" SHALL DO YOUR SHARE SAVE IT BE YOU.
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NOW, DO YOU HAVE IT CLEAR?....THIS SHIFTING OF THE POLAR LOCATION SHALL TAKE
PLACE AND WITH A GRAND FURY, AND NOT ONE WHIT WILL YOU DO TO AVOID THE
SAME. BUT YOU CAN DO A GREAT DEAL ABOUT WHAT IS GOING ON AROUND YOU IF
YOU WILL BUT SEEK THE TRUTH BEFORE THE COMMUNISTS/ZIONISTS/KHAZARIANS
DECLARE MARTIAL LAW AND INITIATE RELIGIOUS PURGES AMONG YOU.
ROSAH, BEAR WITH ME, AS I KNOW THIS IS OLD HAT FOR YOU AND FOR MANY OF YOU
WHO SEEK TO KNOW AND LIVE THE TRUTH. BUT LET US RECALL THAT OVER A YEAR
AGO I TOLD YOU THAT THOSE WHO SEEK THE DARK, GROW DARKER WITH THE
DARKNESS AND THOSE WHO SEEK THE LIGHT OF CREATOR GROW GREATER WITH THE
LIGHT, AND THE GREAT CHASM BETWEEN THE TWO GROWS EVER WIDER. WELL, BE
APPRISED OF THE SAME....ALL OF YOU. YOU WILL BE PITTED BROTHER AGAINST
BROTHER, WORKER AGAINST WORKER, AND FAMILY AGAINST FAMILY. YOU WILL KNOW
GREAT STRIFE AMONG EACH OF YOU, YET YOU WHO HOLD TO THE TRUTH
REGARDLESS OF THE STORM WILL GROW STRONGER IN GOD'S KINGDOM FOR THE
FIGHT. THE WHEAT ARE SEPARATED FROM THE TARES. AND I NOTE YOU RECALL THE
MEMORY AS I HAVE SHARED THE SAME WITH YOU, ROSAH. YES, INDEED THE WHEAT
ARE ALWAYS WHEAT AND THE TARES ARE ALWAYS TARES, AND THE DIFFERENCE IS
NOT FOR YOU TO JUDGE.
BUT I SAY UNTO EACH OF YOU, OPEN YOUR EYES AND KNOW ABOUT THAT WHICH IS
TRUTH AND OF FATHER-GOD-CREATOR, SUCH THAT YOU KNOW AN ALLY OF GOD FROM
AN ENEMY OF GOD. IF YOU DO NOT KNOW TO TAKE ALL INTO PRAYER FROM NONTRUTH, THEN I TELL YOU NOW YOU SHALL NOT KNOW YOUR GOD'S FRIEND FROM
GOD'S ENEMY. NEITHER WILL YOU KNOW YOUR OWN FRIEND FROM YOUR OWN
ENEMY. THIS IS SOMETHING WHICH YOU MUST DO AND ONLY YOU. NO ONE CAN
PROCESS THAT WHICH GOES INTO YOUR INNER MIND SAVE IT BE YOU, YOURSELF.
THUS, YOU WILL NOT BE UNTO THE CALLING OF ANOTHER TO CONTINUALLY MONITOR
THAT WHICH GOES WITHIN YOU TO DETERMINE IF THE SAME IS OF FATHER-GODCREATOR OR OF SATAN. YOU, PRECIOUS CHILDREN, SHALL BE DECEIVED UNTIL YOU
CLEAN YOUR INNER AND MAKE ROOM FOR THE RECEIVING OF TRUTHS FROM THE
HOLY CREATOR. SEEK TRUTH IN ALL LEST YOU BE DECEIVED, FOR THE FOX IS IN THE
HENHOUSE AND MANY OF YOU BELIEVE THE FOX TO BE MOTHER HEN. WAKE UP,
LITTLE CHICKS. YOU ARE ABOUT TO BE A MEAL, HEAR--ALL WHO WILL OPEN UP UNTO
THE HEARING. THE RECEIVING OF THESE TRUTHS IS FOR EVERYONE. IT IS
BROADCAST ON THE SAME CHANNEL WITHIN EACH OF YOU. THE PROBLEM WITH THE
LOT OF YOU IS THAT YOU HAVE YOUR SETS TURNED OFF CONTINUALLY. THE
GREATEST NUMBER OF YOU GO ON FEAR OR APATHY OR ANY COMBINATION OF
NEGATIVE EMOTIONS.
PRECIOUS CHILDREN OF THE LIGHT OF HOLY CREATOR, YOU ARE EACH SAFE UNTO
THE CREATOR--REGARDLESS OF THAT WHICH BEFALLS YOU. IT IS JUST THAT MANY OF
YOU ARE NOT READY TO BE ACCOUNTABLE. YOU HAVE A SHORT TIME IN WHICH YOU
CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE. WHAT IS YOUR DECISION? WILL YOU SEEK THE COURSE OF
TRUTH AND LIGHT OF GOD, OR WILL YOU CONTINUE TO BURY YOUR HEAD WISHING ALL
TO GO AWAY? BLESSINGS UNTO EACH OF YOU IN THE FINDING OF YOUR OWN WAY.
FOR BROAD IS THE WAY OT DESTRUCTION AND NARROW IS THE PATH WHICH LEADS
TO WHOLENESS. MANY SEEK THE GATE TO ETERNAL GLORY BUT FEW THERE ARE
WHO FIND THE SAME. BLESSINGS IN THE JOURNEY AND BE REMINDED TO BE EVER
UNTO THE SEEKING OF GOD'S ILLUMINATION LEST YOU FOLLOW WITH THE GREAT
NUMBERS WHO SEEK THE ROAD OF LEAST RESISTANCE. I AM MOSES.
***
YOU ARE SACRED CREATIONS
Good Morning, Blessed Child, it is I, Moses. I shall continue somewhat with the element of unity
of the sexes....the union unto which Father-God-Creator created each of you. You are told in
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Genesis that Adam and Eve were created as pair. The point is that all, as originally created, were
each as pair. The perfect union for each soul is with the opposite of the original pair. This is
certainly under the most ideal conditions. Most of the time, however, situations are certainly less
than IDEAL, and many unions are made for a variety of reasons....FREQUENTLY the least of
which is to FOLLOW DIVINE WILL.
Lessons are often VERY PAINFUL in the learning. WERE IT NOT FOR OTHERS WITH WHOM
TO INTERACT, HOW ELSE WOULD YOU COME FACE TO FACE WITH YOUR OWN
DECISIONS? You, and only you, can polish the diamond in the rough into the beautiful gem; and,
I assure you that the work is ALL YOURS. YOU GET TO DO YOUR VERY OWN POLISHING.
Many of you rush head-long into relationships and, on looking back, many of you have learned
some sort of TRIAL-AND-ERROR lesson. Many of you take many ages to learn a single lesson.
Yet, it is your very own lesson and, would that you had followed the LAWS OF CREATION in the
beginning, you would have lessened your own suffering.
We are not here to chart out your courses. We are here to give unto you guidance. The Creator
has sent among you guidelines for your spiritual evolution. Shall I go over but a few of the same?
PRECIOUS CHILDREN, YOU ARE SACRED CREATIONS. TREAT THE BODY PHYSICAL IN
SUCH A WAY THAT IT IS AN UNDEFILED PLACE OF RESIDENCE FOR THE SOUL. THE
SOUL WAS CREATED HOLY. WHEN YOU DEFILE YOUR INNER SANCTUARY, YOUR
THOUGHTS AND YOUR FEELINGS FOR SELF TURN TO THOSE OF DISGUST, SHAME, OR
ALL MANNER OF NEGATIVE EMOTIONS. YOU POISON THE SOUL WITHIN THE BODY.
BE UNTO THE KNOWING THAT YOU ARE EACH DIVINE CREATIONS. KEEP THIS
KNOWINGNESS TO THE FORE OF THE THINKING, THAT YOU WILL KNOW TO PRACTICE
YOUR OWN DIVINENESS.
YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE GREATEST COMMANDMENT, WHICH IS TO LOVE YOUR
HOLY CREATOR WITH ALL YOUR BE-INGNESS.
THE SECOND GREATEST IS UNTO THE LOVING OF YOURSELF AND YOUR BRETHREN IN
A LIKE MANNER.
LITTLE ONES, THE VERY NATURE OF LOVE IS UN-DEFILED. IT ENGENDERS A TOTAL
RESPECT AND HONOR. LOVE GLORIFIES. IT EDIFIES. PRECIOUS CHILDREN, LET ME
ASK OF YOU THUS: "HOW COULD YOU COMMIT ALL MANNER OF VILE BEHAVIORS IF YOU
WERE FILLED WITH THE PURITY AND BALANCE OF LOVE?" NAY, I SAY YOU COULD NOT.
YOU WOULD NOT BE LED ASTRAY, AND YOU WOULD NOT LIVE A LIFE OR
FRAGMENTATION.
LET US LOOK AT THE WAY IN WHICH MOST OF YOU MAKE DECISIONS. YOU REACT.
YOU DO NOT ACT WITH FORETHOUGHT. MOST OF YOU ACT ON THE IMPULSE, "HOPING
FOR THE BEST", INSTEAD OF ACTING WITH PLANNING AND FORETHOUGHT. NOW, IS
THAT NOT A FACT?
Look around you ....THE GRAND NUMBERS OF ABORTIONS, THE GRAND NUMBERS OF
MURDERS AND SUICIDES, THE GRAND NUMBERS OF TEEN PREGNANCIES, THE GRAND
NUMBERS OF PERVERSIONS OF THE FLESH AND GRAND EXPERIMENTATION WITH
DRUGS AND MORE DRUGS....IT IS ALL BUT FOR THE MOMENT. You are a society of the
MOMENT, and "LET THE MORROW TAKE CARE OF ITSELF."
YOU WHO LIVE AROUND THE SAN ANDREAS FAULT HAVE BEEN WARNED AND REWARNED, SUCH THAT THE LOT OF YOU HAVE NOW BECOME DE-SENSITIZED TO THE
FACT. YOU WILL HEED NOT THE WARNINGS TO STORE WATER AND FOOD. YOU KNOW
THAT WITH THE ADVENT OF SUCH A QUAKE, ALL THE UNDERGROUND WATER WILL BE
POISONED AND FOOD WILL BE RIPPED FROM THE SHELVES. YOU LIVE IN THE MOMENT
WITH THE IDEA THAT, "THIS WILL NOT HAPPEN TO ME." Such was the idea of the people of
"INVINCIBLE ROME", and of MANY, MANY civilizations before the same. YOU WOULD NOT
LISTEN THEN, AND THE VAST NUMBERS OF YOU WILL NOT LISTEN NOW. You keep going
back to the table to sup as you are not yet sated. Such is your own choosing. Let me ask you
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thus, "Have you not read of NOAH, and the warnings he gave unto his brethren? You have
probably wondered often what might have been the matter with such a large group, that they
would turn their heads in disbelief. Large numbers of you do not believe that a GREAT FLOOD
happened at that date in time. You were then as you are now....DISBELIEVING. YOU
CONTINUE IN CIRCLES AND YOU MAKE NO MOVE TO GET OFF THE WHEEL. Let it be
known that the decision to get off the wheel is none other than your very own. You will live the
laws of HOLY CREATOR when you get ready to do the same, and for the most of you the same is
when you are fully sated with the physical/material.
Let it be known that the LAWS OF HOLY CREATOR are simple indeed and given to center
around THE ISSUES OF LIVING LOVE FOR THE CREATOR, FOR YOURSELF AND FOR
YOUR BRETHREN. FOR HOW COULD YOU STOOP TO KILL OR TO STEAL, OR TO LIE OR
TO COVET THAT WHICH IS OF YOUR BRETHREN OR TO COMMIT ADULTERY, GROSS
FORNICATIONS, PERVERSIONS OF THE FLESH, TO DRUG YOURSELF OR TO ABUSE
YOUR VESSEL IN ANY FORM? NEITHER WOULD YOU BE UNTO THE CASTING OF HATE
OR MALEVOLENCE OR IN THE JUDGING OF OTHER OF GOD'S CREATIONS. BLESSED
CHILDREN OF HOLY CREATOR, WHERE THERE IS LOVE THERE IS WHOLENESS,
BALANCE, BEAUTY, JOY AND ABUNDANCE. THIS IS A FACT.
This is not to say that you will not wax and wane in the keeping of the vessel clean. You are on a
path of spiritual evolution, and the following of the same seldom goes straight up. THE SPEED AT
WHICH YOU EVOLVE DEPENDS UPON YOUR VERY INTENSE DESIRE TO LIVE THE LAWS
OF FATHER-GOD-CREATOR. The "PROOF" is indeed in the "PUTTING" into action these laws.
I hear many of you right now, proclaiming, "I live the laws." I say nay, not one of you LIVES THE
LAWS. WERE IT SO, YOU WOULD NOT BE THEREIN. I AM MOSES. BLESSINGS UNTO
YOU IN THE HUMBLING OF YOURSELVES UNTO THE CLEANING OF THE INNER, AND
UNTO THE LIVING OF THE LAWS OF CREATION THAT YOU MAY KNOW WHOLENESS. WE
ARE FOREVER UNTO THE SERVICE OF HOLY CREATOR, THUS UNTO THE SERVICE OF
YOU, OUR BRETHREN.
***
RECOGNIZE THE FEELINGS OF LOVE
Good Morning, Beloved Child. Let us continue with the fourth installment. Let us talk somewhat
of FEAR. This is THE MOST prevalent NEGATIVE EMOTION with which you go about filling the
inner. IT IS A POWERFUL TOOL OF THE ADVERSARY. WHERE THERE IS FEAR, YOU
ABSOLUTELY CROWD OUT ALL SENSE OF LOVE AND SECURITY. YOU CUT OFF YOUR
INNER VESSEL FROM THE RECEIVING OF BALANCE AND WHOLENESS. YOU THEN
BECOME IN A STATE OF FRAGMENTATION. FEAR IS BUT ONE OF NUMEROUS NEGATIVE
EMOTIONS WHICH ROB YOU OF LOVE'S RADIANCE.
Remember that LOVE IS OF CREATOR, and that LOVE IS WHOLENESS, BALANCE AND JOY.
Love is POSITIVE AND FILLS YOU WITH THE LIGHT OF CREATOR. ALL NEGATIVE
EMOTIONS PUSH OUT THE LIGHT AND CAUSE A VOID. YOU THEN LOSE BALANCE AND
REASON. YOU REACT, NOT ACT. YOU LOSE A SENSE OF CALMNESS AND DISPLACE
THE SAME WITH A SENSE OF AGITATION. WHERE THERE IS LOVE OF CREATOR,
REMEMBER THERE IS PEACE AND GREAT JOY. IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU LEARN TO
RECOGNIZE THOSE FEELINGS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRESENCE OF LOVE AND THOSE
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PUSH OF THE ADVERSARY....THE ABSENCE OF LOVE.
That which many of you call LOVE is nothing more than an inner void pushing to be filled with the
sensationalism of the outer. Such push for sensationalism will never be sated. Once you fill
yourself with sensationalism, YOU ADD TO A LONGING FOR MORE OF THE SAME. Thus, you
will find yourself seeking once more to fill the void. Let me ask you, "What good does it do to pile
emptiness upon emptiness?" If you add to emptiness, you get emptiness. If you multiply
emptiness times emptiness, you get emptiness.
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Many of you who seek the "good life" know the meaning of that which I speak. You have
wandered for years upon years.... for some, let me say, lifetime upon lifetime, seeking to fill the
void. (If this is somewhat redundant to some of you, let us remember the REPETITION
PRODUCES LEARNING, unless of course YOU ARE BRAIN DEAD. And if you were, you would
not be reading herein.)
Many of you rush headlong to each and every church service seeking to fill the void. And you go
away unfilled. Little do you know of that which you do. You have no explanation for that which
goes on within you. You have come to live life in a state of apathy. Your emotional state neither
goes up nor down. You live a flat profile. Many of you exist as dead on the inner, for you DO NOT
KNOW OF THAT WHICH IS TRUE JOY and of Father-God-Creator. You have reached a wall
and know not how to climb it.
Let us recognize that you must clean the inner of ALL NEGATIVES such that you have room on
the inner for the LOVE of Creator. LOVE CLIMBS ALL WALLS. Within the LOVE OF CREATOR,
YOU ARE GIVEN THE FREEDOM TO WALK THROUGH WALLS, OR TO LEAP THEM IN A
SINGLE BOUND. LOVE TEARS DOWN WALLS.
LOVE GIVES FREEDOM TO ALL. PRECIOUS CHILDREN, LOVE KNOWS ABSOLUTELY NO
BOUNDARIES....NEITHER LANGUAGE BARRIERS NOR PLANETARY BOUNDARIES. SOAK
UP THIS FREEDOM AND KNOW THAT IT IS MEANT FOR YOU. YOU WERE CREATED TO BE
FREE.
IF YOU HAVE BEEN IN THE DARK AS TO GOD'S TRUTHS, KNOW THAT THIS IS FAST
BECOMING A THING OF THE PAST, FOR TRUTHS ARE STEADILY POURING OUT UNTO
YOU THAT YOU ALL MIGHT BE FREE. THOSE OF US IN THIS REALM AWAIT YOU WITH
OPEN ARMS. WOULD THAT YOU WERE ALL FREE OF YOUR OWN PRISONS.
AS YOU MAKE ROOM AND SO DESIRE, MORE LOVE WILL BE ADDED UNTO YOU. LOVE
BUILDS UPON LOVE AS THIS IS ITS NATURE. AND LOVE MULTIPLIES, AS YOU CAST IT
OUT ONTO OTHERS. BE UNTO THE GIVING. GOD'S SUPPLY IS WITHOUT BOUNDS.
PRECIOUS CHILDREN, KNOW THAT WHAT YOU DWELL UPON WITH THE THINKING
GROWS WITHIN YOU. YOU AND ONLY YOU WILL DECIDE WHETHER TO GROW
EMPTINESS OR LOVE. FOR IT IS YOU WHO MUST WALK THE NARROW PATH TO
WHOLENESS AND NONE OTHER CAN DO IT FOR YOU. PLACE YOUR ATTENTION
SOLIDLY ON THE PRESENCE OF HOLY CREATOR AND LIVE HIS LAWS. HAVE IT NO
OTHER WAY. COME HUMBLY WITH PURITY OF DESIRE AND ASK TO BE FILLED OF
DIVINE LOVE. IT SHALL BE GIVEN UNTO YOU.
BLESSINGS. I AM MOSES.

http://www.phoenixarchives.com/liberator/1992/1192/112492.pdf for the liberator this was in, it
has other good reads from 1992.
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Seeds of Destruction
By Esu and Moses
Aug 2, 2011

Here is a nice posting from Jesus Esu Sananda, and Moses from 1992. great spiritual teaching
from the old phoenix Liberator. Posted on 4winds, now truth winds.
12/2/92 SANANDA

Blessings, unto you this day, Blessed Child. It is I, Master Jesus. We shall begin today to speak on
THE SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION. You know we would be getting around to these items very
soon, as we have been discussing the same with you on the inner.
THE SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION, ONCE PLANTED, GROW AS HORRIBLE WEEDS WITHIN
THE SPIRITUAL MAKEUP OF ANYONE WHO PLANTS THEM. THEY FORM LARGE VACANT
DARK SPOTS WITHIN THE SOUL, PUSHING OUT ALL LIGHT. THESE ARE TOOLS OF THE
ADVERSARY. YOU MUST REALIZE THAT ONCE THESE SEEDS ARE PLANTED, YOU FAST
BECOME ABSOLUTELY POWERLESS OVER THE GROWTH OF THE SAME. YOU, PRECIOUS
CHILDREN, CAN CONQUER THE GROWTH OF THE SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION ONLY BY
RECOGNIZING YOUR OWN INABILITY TO CONTROL THE GROWTH OF THEM. INSTEAD OF
ACTIVELY TRYING TO CONTROL THEIR GROWTH, YOU MUST HUMBLE YOURSELVES TO
ADMIT YOUR OWN POWERLESSNESS OVER THE GROWTH OF THESE WEEDS, AND
COME HUMBLY UNTO CREATOR ASKING FOR HELP IN REMOVING THE SAME.
Let us list herein, these CANCERS OF THE SOUL. THEY ARE: SLOTH, JEALOUSY; MALICE
(INCLUDES GOSSIPING, LYING, FAULT-FINDING, HYPOCRISY, SLANDER); ANGER/RAGE,
(HOSTILITY); GREED (INCLUDES GLUTTONY, LUST, EXTREME JEALOUSY); MAGICAL
THINKING; PRIDE (INCLUDES PREJUDICE/ARROGANCE); FEAR, GUILT. THESE
CANCEROUS BEHAVIORS, IF FED OVER TIME, GROW CANCEROUS OBSESSIONS.
Precious Ones, you are POWERLESS OVER OBSESSIONS.
Now, let us continue. Beloved Children, you who GROW THESE SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION will
frequently be the last ones to admit that you have grown them. To those around you, THESE
DARK CANCEROUS GROWTHS will be quite obvious, unless those around you are afflicted with
the same kinds of growths. AS THESE CANCEROUS GROWTHS BUILD ON THEMSELVES,
YOUR VERY BEING BECOMES DARKENED. Once your being is darkened with the plants of
these seeds, you will need help to remove them.
You, alone, CANNOT REMOVE THEM. It is when you humbly seek to be filled with the LIGHT of
CREATOR, that you can ALLOW these DARK, cancerous weeds to be dissolved by the LIGHT
OF GOD. THESE CANCEROUS GROWTHS WILL BE DISSOLVED SLOWLY (USUALLY), AND
WILL EVENTUALLY DISAPPEAR, AS YOU CALL UPON THE LIGHT OF CREATOR TO "DO
FOR YOURSELF THAT WHICH YOU CANNOT DO." AT SOME POINT YOU WILL BE VERY
SURPRISED TO NOTE THAT YOU HAVE NONE OF THE CANCEROUS WEEDS REMAINING.
Precious Ones, recognizing your POWERLESSNESS is but one step of THE TWELVE STEP
PROGRAM used by Alcoholics Anonymous AND MANY OTHER PROGRAMS associated with
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THE HEALING OF OBSESSIONS of COMPULSIONS. THE TWELVE STEP PROGRAM IS A
DIVINELY INSPIRED PROGRAM WHICH HEALS THE SOUL.
The more you focus upon the cancer, the more it grows. LITTLE ONES, IT IS JUST AS THE
GARDEN WHICH IS FERTILIZED. THE MORE IT IS TENDED, THE MORE IT GROWS. YOU
WILL NOT CLEAN OUT THE CANCEROUS WEEDS THROUGH HUMAN WILL, ALONE. FOR
YOU ARE INDEED POWERLESS TO DO SO. IF YOU ALL COULD CLEAN OUT THE
CANCEROUS WEEDS, YOU CERTAINLY WOULD. MANY OF YOU CERTAINLY HAVE
STRONG DESIRES TO DO THE SAME. YET, DESIRE, ALONE, WILL NOT DO IT.
Your main problem in all cases is a HUMAN WILL GONE AWRY. Precious Children, YOU WILL
NEVER EVOLVE IN THE KINGDOM OF CREATOR UNLESS YOU WILL SUBMIT UNTO THE
WILL OF HOLY CREATOR AND LIVE THE LAWS. For as long as you submit to your own
willfulness, you are placing yourself, the creation, before (ahead of) the Creator. You make of
yourself God, Creator. You cut yourself off from the LIGHT of God and fall squarely into the camp
of the adversary. You become powerless over the growth of these weeds, which will devour you,
in time. YOU WILL NOT BE EVOLVING SPIRITUALLY AS LONG AS YOU ARE SOAKED WITH
THE DARKNESS OF THE GROWTH OF THESE WEEDS. FOR THOSE FILLED WITH
DARKNESS BECOME LOST IN THE ANTICHRIST WAR OF DARKNESS.
You, sheep, who know these seeds to be destructive, but none-the-less sow the same, are most
often HOUNDED BY GUILT. For, GUILT IS A POISONOUS BY-PRODUCT OF THE GROWTH
OF MOST ALL SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION. (Behold, sheep!) EXCESSIVE HUMAN
WILLFULNESS produces excessive GUILT which produces GREATER SPREAD OF
CANCEROUS WEEDS. ALL OF YOU WHO GROW THESE WEEDS CONSTANTLY FIGHT A
DARKNESS OF SPIRIT. You live a roller-coaster-existence, as you fight to push away from
consciousness the ugliness of the cancers which grow within you. Most of you appear to be
PHONEY and SHALLOW on the outer, depending upon the pervasiveness of the growth of the
weed and your degree of suppression. ANY DISCUSSION OF THE ABOVE MAKES YOU VERY
UNCOMFORTABLE AS YOU ARE AFRAID THAT OTHERS MIGHT SEE YOUR LIE. Others of
you TALK, TALK, TALK about what is going on inside of you, but you refuse to come in humility
and admit your own WILLFULNESS and powerlessness. YOU ARE RELYING ON "MAGICAL
THINKING" TO GET YOU CURED. NAY! IT SHALL NOT BE SO! IT IS YOUR WORK. YOU HAVE
GROWN THE CANCEROUS WEED. DO NOT EXPECT A MAGICAL CURE. THERE IS NO
"MAGIC" FROM THIS SIDE. THE RATE OF YOUR CURE = THE DEGREE OF YOUR SINCERE
DESIRE TO BE HEALED + YOUR SINCERE WILLINGNESS TO DO YOUR WORK NEEDED
FOR THE HEALING.
Precious Children, the healing means you must unload your own garbage from the inner. Write it
down so that you do not overlook any "slight" to another human being. MAKE A SOLID AND
TRUE LIST OF THOSE YOU HAVE HARMED, SEEK FORGIVENESS, AND MAKE AMENDS TO
ALL INVOLVED. If you are an atheist, forget the healing. THE HEALING LIGHT OF GOD DOES
NOT GO WHERE THE SAME IS DENIED ENTRANCE. For the effectiveness of the TWELVESTEP Program depends upon your belief in a HIGHER POWER doing for you that which you
cannot do for self. For the same to take place, you must let go of ALL PERSONAL
WILLFULNESS, placing instead of your own will, the WILL OF CREATOR. Precious Children, the
will of God is that each of you be WHOLE, not darkened or fragmented. FOR YOU ARE EACH
DIVINE CREATIONS. AS YOU LET GO OF YOUR OWN WILLFULNESS, YOU WILL OPEN
YOURSELF UP TO SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION.
The process is a simple one, indeed, but think not that you can cut it short. For it demands a
TOTAL HONESTY. I did say, "TOTAL HONESTY". FOR THE PRINCIPLES OF CREATOR
OPERATE ON TRUTH, NOT HALF-TRUTH. Make a list of all you have offended and make
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amends where possible. When you start to make a list of your offenses toward yourself, your
brethren and Creator, do not expect to recall all at once. The big offenses will stand out like a
bandaged thumb. In time, however, you will recall most, if not all, and you will be well on the way
to cleaning out the inner. FOR WHEN YOU HAVE DONE AS MUCH, YOU WILL BE JOYOUS,
INDEED, FOR YOUR BOAT WILL BE LIGHTER AND THE SAILING WILL BE SMOOTHER.
The problem many of you have is that you allow yourselves to be pulled back into the same kinds
of thinking and acting. For this reason, the programs such as ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS and
other TWELVE-STEP Programs offer the group encouragement you need to help strengthen
yourself against attacks from the Adversary. FOR IT IS THE DESIRE OF SATAN AND HIS
FOLLOWERS TO DRIVE YOU BACK INTO THE PLANTING OF THE SEEDS.
It is here that you must use your own willfulness to say "NO" to the planting of the seeds. Call
upon the armor of God and ask for help from these realms. CLEAN YOUR GARDEN ON A
MINUTE-TO-MINUTE BASIS. THE GROWTH OF ANY OF THE ABOVE CANCEROUS WEEDS
CAN LEAD ANY OF YOU INTO ALCOHOLISM OR DRUG ADDICTION, PERVERSIONS OF THE
FLESH, MURDER, THIEVERY AND SO ON.
Which was first, the SEED or the WEED? Answer if you will. FOR IT IS INDEED, TRUTH THAT
ONE SEED WILL MAKE A WEED WHICH GROWS MANY, MANY SEEDS. You might not know
about the presence of the seed but look, Precious Children, and you will note the growth of the
weed. The growth of the weed manifests on the outer through overt behaviors. FOR THE
NATURE OF THE MIND IS TO BRING MANIFEST IN THE MATERIAL THAT WHICH IS ON THE
INNER.
PRECIOUS CHILDREN, YOU NEED ONLY ONE SEED. THUS IS THE NATURE OF GROWING
YOUR WEEDS OF DESTRUCTION. IN THIS WAY YOU GO ABOUT PLANTING AND
CULTIVATING YOUR OWN INNER SANCTUARY. THE SAME IS PLANTED AND CULTIVATED
UNTO FREEDOM, WHICH IS OF CREATOR, OR, UNTO SLAVERY, WHICH IS OF THE
ANTICHRIST. THUS IT IS. I AM, AS YOU KNOW ME, MASTER JESUS, THE CHRISTED ONE.
***
[b]12/11/92 MOSES[/b]
Blessings unto you this morning, Rosah. It is I, Moses. Now, Precious child, let us continue with
the DIVINE PLAN, SECTION TWO. Herein, Little Ones, we are about to discuss THE SEEDS OF
DESTRUCTION. THESE SEEDS, WHICH HAVE BEEN OUTLINED IN A PREVIOUS
DICTATION, ARE PLANTED BY YOU AND OFTEN FED BY THE WORKERS OF DARKNESS.
BUT REMEMBER, IT IS YOU WHO GIVES ACCEPTANCE FOR THE SAME TO TAKE PLACE
AND TO GROW. Remember, no matter the external forces upon you, it is you who GIVES
(ALLOWS) space for these seeds to grow. THESE SEEDS ALWAYS TAKE AWAY THE LIGHT
OF GOD, THEREBY GIVING PLACE FOR THE ADVERSARY TO TAKE HOLD. THIS,
PRECIOUS CHILD, IS MOST OFTEN BY VERY SMALL DEGREES, WITHOUT YOUR OWN
CONSCIOUS NOTICE.
As you know, Rosah, the drug-addicted, who prays to be released of the OBSESSION to "drug",
awakens one day to find the OBSESSION no more. Well, the case is REVERSED with the
GROWTH of the SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION. Once allowed place to GROW, the one who has
given place to these seeds awakens one day to find a consumption with the WEEDS produced by
the SEEDS. Then, Precious Children, it is your work to EXTRACT the weed. Do you think your
work to be any EASIER than that of the ALCOHOLIC or DRUG ADDICTED in getting rid of the
OBSESSION to drink or "drug"? No, indeed! FOR THE RUN-AWAY WEED WILL GROW
BEYOND YOUR OWN CONTROL. You must remember that the TWELVE STEP PROGRAM
"WORKS" because those therein ADMIT their own POWERLESSNESS and come unto Creator
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with a PENITENT heart asking that God do for them that which they can no longer do for
themselves...MAKE THEM WHOLE, HEAL THEM.
Children, you must remember that the growth of these WEEDS is FREQUENTLY fed by the
workers of darkness. These invisible dark spirit forms will speak to your mind in the spirit through
THOUGHT transfer and will aid in the GROWTH of such WEEDS within you to the point of your
own DESTRUCTION. These wish to estrange you from all support systems, such that you no
longer wish to LIVE. They will often stalk you in numbers, pushing to displace your soul and
POSSESS your body. They wish to drive out ALL LIGHT within your being, causing darkness,
confusion and destruction. They wish to have none of you in the Earth sphere.
Many of you are calling this a bunch of "HOGWASH". Such is your own right to the same. For you
are led erroneously to believe that these so-called POSSESSIONS are FROTHING AT THE
MOUTH and FLYING AROUND THE ROOM. Little ones, this is RARELY, RARELY the case,
whatsoever. You have been deliberately DECEIVED, again, by the ZIONIST ELITE (SATAN'S
SELECT), who own and control your media and your very country, and your very world.
REMEMBER, "BY THEIR WORKS YOU SHALL KNOW THEM". IN THESE LATTER DAYS,
THESE HAVE MADE CERTAIN TO PLACE THEMSELVES IN GREAT POSITIONS OF POWER.
THESE "KNOW" ONE ANOTHER AND HAVE BANDED TOGETHER WHILE YOU, THE
IGNORANT MASSES, HAVE BEEN WITHOUT DIRECT COMMUNION WITH THE HIGHER
REALMS. THEY ARE CRAFTY AND CUNNING. They know what they are all about, for they have
memories of many, many thousands of years INTACT. You, on the other hand, have crossed over
into the VEIL of FORGETFULNESS and have returned to work out your DEBTS TO SELF AND
OTHERS.
THESE REBELLIOUS SPIRITS DO NOT BOW TO ADMIT THERE IS A GOD, AS THEY PLACE
SELVES IN THE STEAD OF GOD. THEY ARE ATHEIST. THEY REFUSE TO COME UNTO GOD
TO BE ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR WRONGS. THEY WILL TELL YOU WHAT YOU WISH TO
HEAR, AND MOST OF YOU BELIEVE WHAT THEY TELL YOU AS YOU DO NOT KNOW OF
THEIR HISTORY. THEY HAVE REMOVED ALL "TRUTHS" about themselves from the history
books. This includes your most-prized history book, THE BIBLE. Thus, you have no way of
"KNOWING" about them and the history of their works.
Precious children, it is time to awaken to the "TRUTHS" of your predicament. You are in the very
latter days and it is time that the TRUTHS were given unto you that you might know of them and
what you have been up against all along. They have known you from the time of your very births
and far beyond and, for those of you who have been returned to do a SPIRITUAL WORK, it is you
these have ATTACKED the greatest.
That which they dared to show of themselves on your television sets regarding the movie,
ETERNAL EVIL, was presented by them about their very selves, such that you would accept the
same to be in the class of "Dracula", for much fantasy was given therein. You must remember that
within the LIES, they give unto you SOME TRUTHS. To the UNKNOWING, you accept all as LIE.
This same tool they used with your so-called HOLY BIBLE so that you have bought the whole as a
TOTAL TRUTH.
Precious Children, these who changed your BIBLE and other scriptures around the world have
been the PHARISEES continuing by another face, another culture, another tongue. They are
warring mongrels who continue down through history with their motto of "Divide and Conquer",
"Divide and Conquer". THEY KNOW THAT IF THEY DIVIDE YOU ONE AGAINST THE OTHER
THROUGH WARS AND MORE WARS, AND SEPARATE YOU FROM THE TRUTH OF GOD,
YOU WILL SURELY FALL. This has been their modus operandi since the beginning and they are
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much experienced in the same. It is you, Precious Children, who must begin to know whom you
are facing and just how they operate. For once you can grasp the same, YOU WILL BE ALL THE
WISER IN YOUR FIGHT AGAINST THEIR BID FOR TOTAL WORLD DOMINION.
Many in your midst who commit murders and other heinous acts, and SWEAR that a VOICE told
them to do the same are OFTEN telling the TRUTH. Others of these who tell the same are
PSYCHOPATHS. THE TRUTH IS NOT IN THEM AS THE SAME ARE ONE OF "THEM". Now, do
you suppose that it does you a bit of good to send some of these hardened criminals to the electric
chair or to otherwise take of their lives? Look at the above scenario. Many of these will only remain
in your sphere where they will continue with their evil work in spirit. Just as I communicate these
writings to Rosah through electric impulses, these same ones communicate the SEEDS OF
DESTRUCTION to many of you. These workers of darkness exist in spirit form all around you, yet
operate at a level beyond the frequency of normal vision, just as we do. Just as you cannot see us
with the physical eyes, you cannot see them with the physical eyes, unless, of course, they are in
possession of a body, physical. Then, these would appear as any of the rest of you.
But, Precious Children, you have been warned many times over to observe their behaviors. BY
THEIR FRUITS, YOU SHALL KNOW THEM. IN THIS MANNER, YOU SHALL NOT BE
DECEIVED FOR LONG. For their spiritual makeup will be fast in the showing. You are not told to
JUDGE THE PERSON--FOR YOU ARE FORBIDDEN TO DO THE SAME. YOU ARE TOLD TO
JUDGE THE BEHAVIORS. THIS IS IMPORTANT, IMPORTANT, IMPORTANT, AND CANNOT
BE OVERSTRESSED. How do you all suppose that you came to TRAIL THE WOLVES? You
have continued to trail the wolves regardless of their behaviors. Now, the same are firmly
entrenched among your leadership, running your country, and you shall all have the "Piper to
Pay".
BEWARE, AND DOUBLE BEWARE, YOU WHO CONJURE UP THE SAME THROUGH OUIJA
BOARDS AND THE LIKE. YOU ARE WORKING TOWARD YOUR OWN DESTRUCTION.
ANYONE ON THE RECEIVING END OF THESE TRANSMISSIONS FOR PURPOSES OF
TEACHING OTHERS WITHIN YOUR SPHERE IS GIVEN GRAND TRAINING IN THE FIGHTING
OF EVIL ENTITIES BEFORE BEING ALLOWED TO RECEIVE. FOR SUCH A ONE IS MOST
CERTAINLY BOMBARDED, AND MUST CERTAINLY HAVE THE GIFTS OF DISCERNING AND
KNOWING, AS WELL AS MUCH PRACTICE IN SPIRITUAL WARFARE.
Remember, Precious Children, that some of those you might condemn to the electric chair might
open up to higher teachings and truths in time. You cannot predict the direction of the heart.
Would you deny another human being the right to spiritual evolvement? None of you have any
reason to be within your sphere, save it be to evolve spiritually. YOU, WHO WOULD DENY ONE
SUCH AN OPPORTUNITY TO EVOLVE SPIRITUALLY, ARE PLACING YOURSELVES IN THE
STEAD OF GOD. DO YOU NOT KNOW THAT YOU ARE ACCOUNTABLE AND THUS
JUDGED?
REMEMBER: MANY OF YOU ACCEPT THESE DESTRUCTIVE SEEDS AS YOUR OWN AND
YOU GIVE PLACE FOR THEM TO GROW. REMEMBER: ONLY YOU CAN GIVE THEM A
PLACE TO GROW.
Little Ones, remember that these evil spirit forms will frequently STALK the same person en
masse, seeking to displace the soul and possess the body. IF FILLED OF GREAT DARKNESS,
SUCH AN INDIVIDUAL WILL NO LONGER KNOW WHICH THOUGHTS ARE FROM SELF AND
WHICH ARE NOT FROM SELF. THE POINT IS TO RECOGNIZE THAT CERTAIN THOUGHTS
DO OR DO NOT COME FROM YOURSELF and QUICKLY DISMISS THOSE WHICH ARE NOT
YOUR VERY OWN. GIVE THE NEGATIVE NO PLACE TO GROW WITHIN YOU. If you do find
them growing, DO AS YOU HAVE BEEN TOLD TO CLEAN YOURSELF FROM THE SAME.
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You all must remember that once these have their sights set on you for POSSESSION, they will
"DOG" you. Be sure to start each day with prayer and meditation. DEDICATE EACH DAY TO THE
WORKS OF CREATOR, ASKING FOR PROTECTION THROUGH THE ARMOR OF GOD AND
LIGHT ENTITIES (ANGELS), AND THAT DIVINE WILL BE DONE IN ALL YOUR AFFAIRS. LIVE
THE LAWS. Precious Children, continually seek to be an OPEN and CLEAN vessel that the
LIGHT OF GOD might SHINE WITHIN AND WITHOUT YOU. DAILY, MAKE AMENDS TO
ANYONE YOU HAVE OFFENDED. TELL NO LIES. LIVE TRUTH. Clean your vessel on a DAILY
BASIS that these SEEDS OF DESTRUCTION have NO PLACE TO GROW within you. LIGHT
FEEDS UPON LIGHT. DARKNESS UPON DARKNESS--IF TENDED.

PRECIOUS CHILDREN, YOU MUST KNOW HOW THE ENEMY OPERATES, OR YOU WILL
NOT KNOW HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF. AT THIS TIME THERE ARE EVEN GREATER
NUMBERS OF THESE "EVIL" ENTITIES WITHIN YOUR SPHERE. YOU MUST REMEMBER AT
ALL TIMES THAT THE BATTLE IS "A BATTLE FOR YOUR VERY SOUL." It is extremely
important that you be AWARE of what is happening and that you protect your PRECIOUS
CHILDREN. Allow them to be NO audience to the HORROR, BLOOD and SEX, and DRUGS they
are FEEDING you on your PROGRAMMED TELEVISION SETS. BELOVED CHILDREN, CEASE
TO PAY HOMAGE TO THEIR WORKS. DO NOT PAY VISIT TO THEIR PICTURE SHOWS.
MAKE SURE THAT YOUR CHILDREN KNOW THEIR MODUS OPERANDI. HUGE NUMBERS
OF THEM ARE ABOUT POSSESSING AS MANY BODIES AS POSSIBLE. THIS IS A "WAR".
WAKE UP! WAKE UP! THEY ARE OUT TO TOTALLY PREVENT THE SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION
OF EACH OF YOU, EVEN UNTO THE VERY DESTRUCTION OF YOUR SOULS.
No longer give homage to their form of slavery. Learn to RECOGNIZE, TO KNOW which
THOUGHTS are YOURS and which are not. PEOPLE, THE REAL WORLD IS THE WORLD OF
SPIRIT. YOU ARE ENERGY BEINGS VISITING PHYSICAL FORMS. THE PHYSICAL IS HERE
TODAY AND GONE TOMORROW.
Call upon us often for there are many, many of us here in these FINAL DAYS who have come to
GIVE AID unto you, GOD'S SHEEP, LOST UNTO THE WHIRLWINDS OF SATAN. You must ask.
We are forbidden by LAW to intervene without your EXPRESS PERMISSION. STUDY THIS
CAREFULLY, FOR THERE IS MUCH TRUTH, HEREIN. IT IS FOR THE WISDOM, THE
UNDERSTANDING, THE IN-LIGHT-ENMENT....THE SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION OF EACH OF
YOU. FOR IF YOU ARE IN THE "KNOW", YOU CANNOT BE SO EASILY "DECEIVED". I AM
MOSES.
Just a final note on THE EXPLOSIONS BENEATH LITTLE ROCK AND SURROUNDING AREA.
Did you have any doubts as to what is really going on therein? Large numbers of troops are
building up in expansive underground bases. PRECIOUS CHILDREN, THESE ARE NOT YOUR
OWN AMERICAN TROOPS. You already have massive underground bases as large cities, yet
they continue with the expanding. These intend to remain therein despite the re-structuring of the
Earth LAND MASSES and the upcoming POLAR SHIFT. It matters not to these that they are at
the very edges of the New Madrid Fault. It is their thinking that the whole fault will BLOW sooner
rather than later. They work to do all they can to help the same along. And how was your day?

Source: THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, January 5, 1993, Volume 21, Number 11.
http://www.phoenixarchives.com/liberator/1993/0193/010593.pdf
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Look Within And Tap The Awesome Power Of ONE
By Soltec,
Aug 31, 2011

I haven't posted any of these pieces for a time, perhaps some of you newer readers are unaware
of this site. It is worth ordering the books. The pieces ON the site are not in the books, they came
after. This piece is a valid now as 11 years ago, and soltec, although a geophysicist, is also a
great teacher. -C
http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/00-12-29.html

Look Within And Tap The Awesome Power Of ONE
12/29/00 - Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec
Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, come in the Radiant One
Light of Creator Source. Be at peace and be still.
Much is happening all over your world in terms of geological activity. Many of you have noted the
recent flair-up in volcanic activity along the eastern edge of the Pacific “Ring of Fire”, as well as
what seems to be a flurry of sizable earthquake activity that seems to intensify and then quiet
down to almost nothing.
Your planet is continuing to cleanse Herself of the negativity that has been allowed to fester and
grow as a result of the neglect and destruction caused by the ones who should be the caretakers
of the planet. Man has ravaged and plundered this life-giving orb to an ever-increasing level and,
for the most part, does NOT realize what the longterm effects of those actions will be.
You cannot, for example, continue to pump crude oil from the ground, at an ever-increasing rate,
and expect your planetary orb to sit and do nothing. This would be like you sitting and allowing
thousands of mosquitoes to continually feast upon you, and suck fluids from your body, while you
sit by and do nothing.
Just as your body automatically fights off infection as a natural course of instinctual survival, so too
does your planetary orb have such capabilities of cleansing and renewing.
Many an advocate for your world has spoken up on behalf of your planet. These are ones who are
environmental scientists, geologists, and such who, through careful study and rigorous
calculations, have seen what the longterm effects will be if you continue to ravage the planet’s
natural resources. These ones often try to come up with alternative fuels—such as burning the
garbage that currently just gets buried in the ground in most areas, or using more solar and wind
technologies—and that is fine, as far as it goes.
There ARE magnificent alternative energy sources available to your world. These technologies are
continually and rigorously suppressed by your world governments and energy brokers—under
instructions from the so-called “elite” controllers of your planet.
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The underlying reason for suppression is their perceived need to maintain control over you-thepeople. However, greed and lust for material wealth runs a close second. These few are the ones
who control OPEC and such. These few care very little about the overall well-being of your planet,
and for the most part they simply view Her as a large lifeless rock.
This is so far from the actual truth of the matter that one is left to ponder the sad state of
ignorance your world functions within.
Though from your perspective massive earthquakes may be terrifying, from a viewpoint of Mother
Earth they often come as a source of great relief. Can you muster within yourself some
compassion for your life-giving orb?
Will you be understanding if Her waters, with their healing properties, are shifted to cover the land
you now dwell upon so that she might continue longer?
Or, would you rather she experience a slow, painful death, wherein the end result would be a
totally uninhabitable planet for human life?
Again: The blood within your body is a “natural resource” of energy for the mosquito. How much
would you allow to be sucked out before you decide to do something like swat, scratch, or shake?
What about the aftermath of infection commonly present after such attacks (those irritating little
red bumps)?
It has ever been our thrust to point out to you ones that ALL IS CONNECTED TO ALL, and
that you and ALL of Creation—which includes all planets, stars, galaxies, and universes,
and all life within them, including the life at atomic levels and beyond—exist within the
creative thinking of God (Creator Source), and therefore are an aspect of God deserving of
the utmost respect (Love).
All aspects of Creation serve a purpose, regardless of whether or not you can recognize the unity
in the diversity. In your naïve ignorance, as a species, about your understanding of Creator
Source, you fail in a basic sequence of reasoning.
For instance, though you may not understand the reasons for oil to be in the ground in the first
place, that does NOT mean the oil serves no function or purpose in the overall well-being of your
planet.
Just because you cannot see or understand the reasons for electrons to continually spin around
the nucleus of an atom, and you do not understand what is the source for this “perpetual energy”
motion—let alone what the TRUE source of energy is that keeps your planet spinning in orbit
around your Sun—does NOT mean that it is un-knowable or beyond your influence.
If you alter the structure of an atom enough, it will become unstable and release GREAT amounts
of energy into physical space. From where does this energy come?
Likewise, if you alter the state of your planetary orb enough, it will become unstable to a point of
self destruction. The oil in the ground of your planet serves several purposes, the main purpose
being for orbital stability. Something like in an electrolytic capacitor, the oil acts as an insulating
medium, which helps maintain the proper electrostatic functioning which is critical for Her to
maintain Her proper rotational speed, and thus ultimately remain in a stable orbit.
Dear ones, there are many sources of energy available to you that would NOT require you to
ravage your planet. These energy sources are INFINITE in nature.
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There is FREE energy available to you ones, but there are some who live in great fear that
their illusion of power and control would crumble overnight if they were to embrace this
technology or allow the “common” person to be in possession of same. If knowledge is
power, then keeping the masses ignorant keeps the masses weak. This is the premise from
which these so-called “elite” controllers operate, and they exercise great effort to squash
those who try to educate society with TRUE knowledge—rather than pseudo-science and
intellectualism.
These so-called “elite” controllers are small-minded individuals who see no other purpose in life
than to impart their self-proclaimed “higher” understanding upon the masses for the so-called
“good” of humanity—asthey see that good. And this is accomplished through mechanisms of
coercion (mind control) and denial under the assumption that you “children” can’t conduct your
own lives without their “expert” supervision.
And yet these ones, quite few in actual numbers, cannot be held totally responsible for the destiny
of your world. Why is that? Because YOU have a choice. YOU have a voice. YOU can take action
and speak out. And there are a lot more of YOU than them.
Each one of you, the so-called “common” person, has the ability to make a difference in the overall
games being played on your planet. Do you sit around and do nothing? Have you educated
yourselves about the works of ones such as Nikola Tesla? What have you done to make your
neighborhood a better place in which to live? What about your city, state (province), or country?
We bear witness that the masses of your world are, for the most part, held frozen with fear,
and hold the belief that they are small and only “one” and cannot be held accountable for
the “stupidity of mankind”. Dear ones, for you to sit by and do nothing only speaks of your
own ignorance of who YOU really are and the TRUE POWER of ONE!
Most of you who read these messages are greatly compassionate people. You need not feel guilty
for past years of inaction or various states of ignorance.
The first step is always to educate yourselves and arm yourselves with KNOWLEDGE. As
you gain in knowledge and understanding, you will find it increasingly more difficult to sit
by and do nothing. This is called RESPONSIBILITY. From that point of knowing,
understanding, and sense of responsibility, you will be Guided from within to recognize in
what area you would be best suited to effect a change.
This may very well appear to be a small, localized effort at first, as you begin to apply your
knowledge and test your understanding. Perhaps you are inspired to build a better device for
recycling plastics. Perhaps you start in your own kitchen or workshop, and that contribution then
spreads to the local community, and then beyond.
With each person to whom you show a better way, you will be multiplying your efforts over and
over again.
This is how ONE person causes a change on a massive scale. It begins with a desire that is born
out of balanced reasoning and determination to find a better way.
If your ideas do not bear fruit, then the most common reason is lack of complete understanding.
This means you need more knowledge. Which means more searching and studying.
What are YOUR areas of expertise? What do you enjoy doing?
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If you are an artist, can you not communicate through your artwork a message that will inspire
others to look differently upon Mother Earth so that they might recognize a Greater Truth?
If you are an engineer, can you not strive to increase the efficiency of your devices so as to set a
new standard by which all future similar devices must strive to attain?
If you are a housewife who raises children, can you not seek out creative uses for recycling
common household garbage?
If you are retired and feeling at the end of your life, can you not speak to younger ones and inspire
them to do more with their life? Or perhaps you could write letters to editors of small local
newspapers and intelligently state your concerns for the well-being of the planet you will be
leaving to your grandchildren?
Again I state: For the most part, the general population of your world is in a state of paralysis,
thinking that they cannot DO anything about the current state of the world.
Next time you read a story, or watch on your television a story, of an individual who goes out and
makes a difference, and as a result gathers national media attention for doing so, I would like for
you to remember these words and think to yourself: “THERE IS THE POWER OF ONE!”
Know that you are created with infinite ability to create and to express the power of God. You ARE
a co-creator, with infinite energy available to you. YOU can make a difference in this world when
your determination to do so has been aroused.
Go forth and be heard!
Never be fearful to speak your truth and understanding to another. If your truth is challenged, then
be well armed with knowledge and understanding—so that you can even explain your truth to a
child, if need be, with the confidence that the child will understand you.
There is truly no greater gift you can offer to your world than a good, strong EXAMPLE for
people to observe.
Walk the walk, but do so in balance and reason, and remember to keep the highest ideal of
Creator Source in mind as you do so. Have compassion for the ones who ridicule you for being
different. These ones will often be the closest to waking up, and thus are caused to feel
embarrassment as you will inevitably be showing them how productive they COULD be—if they
got up off the couch and turned off the television long enough to really see what is going on in the
world.
Be persistent and hold your desire firmly in mind and allow the “doors” you knock on to open up for
you. Seek and you shall find that which your heart longs to bring forth and express to the world.
I am Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, come as a member of the Host of God and the Lighted
Brotherhood. May you forever be striving to make your world a better place than when you arrived,
and may all your endeavors be uplifting experiences that leave happiness and joy in the hearts of
all you touch.
God bless you all.
In Light and Love, Salu.
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Keep Your Eyes On The Prize
By Soltec thru Ed Young
Sep 17, 2011

hi all, I was at Ed Youngs site today and found a new piece from Soltec on 911.
http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/11-9-11.html you know this site is good to recomment to people
who can let themselves stretch a bit but are in the early stages. the material here is more
"readable" to those minds not yet well into changes and new teachings, but will to at least take a
risk of looking.
Keep Your Eyes On The Prize
9/11/11 - Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec
Good evening my friend and thank you for hearing my signal despite the “jangle of vibrations” in
the air right now. Many ones who have awakened and now no longer believe the official lies
concerning 9/11 are resenting, ever more angrily, the stepped-up replaying of those lies at this
10th anniversary time by a compliant media. Indeed, you chronicled many of the lies in the months
of your publication right after the event occurred. Now the perpe-traitors worry how much longer
their boat will float in an ever more turbulent sea of growing doubt. On this front, the financial front,
the health and energy fronts, and so many others, The Big Squeeze that I alluded to in my last
message (6/27/10) is now well underway.
Indeed I shall identify myself before we proceed further with this message. Never feel it to be an
offense to any from the Higher Realms to demand such. The Dark Tricksters work overtime these
days, especially in this tenuous realm of subtle communications. I would expect no less from you! I
am known as Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, geophysical commander of this present Earth
Transition Project, and longtime friend and scientific colleague. I am of the Host of God, come in
and of the Light of the One who created us all, happy to be of service at this most auspicious time.
Besides all the natural adjustments being made by Mother Earth herself, great mischief is afoot all
around your planet at this time. Behold, for example, the 50+ fires that were just ignited (and still
raging) by very unusual “dry lightning” in your immediate area, literally within a few-hour overnight
window. This we are watching carefully—now on top of a suspicious airplane crash into your local
mountains, just a week earlier, that ignited 17,000 acres and set most of an entire residential
community on fire (for the second year in a row) on the other side of your town. Then there was
the series of odd personal attacks during this past week, aimed to throw you off from this writing
project—and launched before you even knew you were about to be called to duty. Yes, all around
your planet ones are being challenged in one way or another during this time of the “last hurrah”
for the Dark Energies and their remaining puppet minions.
This long-awaited upshifting of the frequency band of your planet’s energy signature manifests
outwardly in many kinds of human unrest and heightened geophysical activity. With our oversight
and assistance, Mother Earth is constantly making adjustments and otherwise readying herself for
what you ones term Ascension. But more accurately, this amounts to her movement back up into
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the higher-frequency realm wherein she once resided before graciously offering to host, over
these many past millennia, your daring spiritual journey downward into the challenges of lowerfrequency duality experience.
As we monitor the sometimes tumultuous activities of and on your planet at this time, we hear
many an anxious and sincere plea among Lightworkers for Guidance concerning how best to be of
help. It is your nature to show such high compassion and desire to be of service. And beyond that,
it is also your nature for each of you to want to challenge yourself, perhaps even overdo things
and otherwise take on more of a load than is reasonable or healthy or balanced.
The reason for this message is to call attention to the fact that, while Mother Earth knows exactly
what she is doing at this time, we see many Lighted ones becoming overwhelmed by unfolding
events, often feeling helpless, and then distracted from what is actually most beneficial for YOU,
personally, to be doing, on a constant basis, to assist the Greater Good. This is something that is
seemingly so simple that you overlook its power—that is, find a way, whatever it takes and no
matter the circumstances, to achieve, maintain, and radiate an attitude of Joy. Yes, so simple to
state, but maybe not so simple to consistently do, without practice.
You ones have a great cheer that goes: “Keep your eyes on the prize.” The prize is Ascension.
And Joy is a potent energy-wave that would be most wise to “surf” to surmount being caught-up in
the many distractions being engineered and thrown at you, as last-ditch efforts by the desperate
Dark Tricksters, to pull you down in frequency, into a state of fear, seeming helplessness, and
even utter despair—conditions that energetically feed the efforts of these Dark Ones, while
simultaneously disconnecting you from your Higher Guidance and even from the kind of Common
Sense that would otherwise remind you to, say, make sure you have emergency supplies.
Many lessons are unfolding all around your world at this busy time. Trust that these are tailored for
those who need those experiences for their own chosen reasons of spiritual growth. What YOU
need to do is be cautious about vicariously taking on others’ lessons, especially through overindulgence in the addictive sensationalism all too often screamed at you by your so-called news
media sources. Yes, say a prayer for those you see and hear being affected by challenges that
may greatly disrupt their normal life routines, and perhaps even help in some more direct way
when and where you are truly nudged to do so. But it would be wise to not become so fixated
(“glued to the tube” as your saying goes) on what is primarily for THEIR experiencing, that you
forget to live YOUR life.
This kind of calculated, low-frequency, media bombardment—actually a subtle and sophisticated
form of mind control—has risen to epidemic proportions. Much that is of a negative sensational
nature is being trumpeted even through more trusted “alternative” media sources that not only
should know better, but were actually brought into existence to be of positive value and
responsible influence at this time. Please realize that even these sources get off-track, driven by
adrenaline and the allure of greater ratings and related revenue rewards. So always pay attention
to what your “gut radar” is telling you as you consider the output of ANY news source, media or
otherwise. Which brings me to my next point.
Besides efforting to not become a media junkie, please try also to avoid falling into the trap we
observe among some number of Lightworkers who focus an unhealthy degree of attention on
anxiously awaiting whatever the next channeled message, that comes across their computer
email, has to say about Big Picture events that are really OUR concern—and may or may not
ultimately be accurate for reasons of the “chess game” we play with the Dark Energies. Now
effectively sidetracked by either media scare-hype or alluring Big-Picture prognostications (or
both), otherwise well-intentioned Lightworkers not only get disillusioned (“Why hasn’t such and
such happened yet?!”), but more importantly, forget to radiate Joy. Furthermore, we see many
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such distracted Lightworkers continue to ignore “seemingly insignificant” matters their Unseen
Guides consistently place on their doorstep exactly for THEIR personal growth at this special time.
Appreciate that whatever Big Picture plans we have engineered must work just as well for
Lightworkers too busy being useful (maybe to even realize they’re Lightworkers), much less glued
to whatever the next grandstanding channeled message may have to say.
Over many years of public visibility in professional capacities and for us, whenever this receiver
has been asked to comment about various fear-provoking media stories, this one is fond of
impishly replying: “Well, don’t you think it possible that Beings who can create and direct the
evolution of planets and solar systems and galaxies and universes, might just be capable of
walking and chewing gum at the same time? Why would you assume nobody’s minding the
store?” In other words, the suggestion is that it would be wiser for you ones to focus on that which
is in front of YOU—the challenges and opportunities to serve and grow spiritually that are right
there on your own doorstep—rather than get too caught up in worrying about the Big Picture of
Ascension that is unfolding, truly, very well under our direction and control. Do you really think we
would, for instance, allow some wayward asteroid to strike Earth and devastate all life onboard
such an exquisite schoolroom that we’ve been watching over for eons of time?
Might it not be more useful to pull yourself away from whatever’s being hyped on your media or
emails, and, for instance, go check on the elderly neighbor wearily dedicated to caring for her
invalid husband? Perhaps the simple act of offering fresh green beans from your garden, along
with a big smile that says you care, would bring great Joy to all concerned. And what about taking
a moment to Joyfully appreciate the miracle of Nature that those green beans represent, and
thank the unseen Nature Spirits for their help in tending your garden. And when you walk back
home, surely uplifted from such a heart-felt visit, how does your dog greet you? With pure Joy, of
course! As you learn to pay more attention to such, you will find that you are often being gifted with
Messengers of the Divine—like that Ascension-bound pooch radiating pure Joy from head to tail.
My point here is simply to remind you, at this time when so much can seem chaotic and
senseless, that “keeping your eyes on the prize”—that is, working to radiate an attitude of Joy—is
the single most important thing YOU can do, energetically speaking, to aid the entire Ascension
process. Let us sweat The Big Stuff; we really do know what we’re doing. And if you do get away
from that television or computer, and get outside more, and keep your eyes open, you’re sure to
spot some examples of our presence for yourself; neither those fascinating cloud formations, nor
those dazzling spectrum-twinkling stars on a clear night are necessarily what they are assumed to
be by the uninformed.
So take a deep breath, relax, find something around you to be truly thankful for, and you’ll soon be
well down the road to living a Joyful life. With Joy from my heart to yours, I am Toniose Soltec,
teacher and wayshower, friend and fellow traveler along the ever-expanding Road of Life. May we
each honor, through our own unique outpourings of Joy, the One who so Joyfully created us. Salu.
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Recognizing YOUR Purpose Helps The Larger Plan
By Hatonn/Aton/CM
Oct 12, 2011

Time to post something again from WisdomoftheRays. I saw this on Truthwinds today and
it seems appropriate to place it at this time. I don't recall if I have placed it before or not. To
you newer readers Wisdom of the Rays is a great site that has a lot of material after the
Contact project fell apart and there are two older books there that are very worthy of
owning. I have typed a few pieces out of them. This one's link is
http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/99-7-31h.html
-Candace
Recognizing YOUR Purpose Helps The Larger Plan
7/31/99 - Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Good afternoon, my scribe. It is I, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, come in Service to The One Light,
Creator God.
I have come as one of the Hosts of God, as a Messenger of Truth. And, I come as a
representative of the Inter-Galactic Federation of Sovereign Planets. I present to many under
different names, depending upon the purpose of the communication as well as the level of growth
and awareness of the individuals I work with and through. Monitor within yourself the energy
vibrations I present and you will recognize my energy.
There are distractions galore these days upon your orb as the Dark energies struggle to remain
hidden from the view of you who continue to march forward bearing the symbolic torch of Lighted
Truth. Many will effort to snuff out the “flame” of those who radiate this Infinite Flame, as the
vibrational emanations associated with you Lightworkers cause the Dark ones to know that their
games of trickery and deceit are soon to come onto center stage of attention within the mass
consciousness of even the most hardened skeptic.
The natural planetary cycle now nearing its end (only to start again new) is facilitating one of the
grandest opportunities you ones can have while in the physical environment. The incoming highfrequency Light energy is causing sympathetic resonance in all matter in your sector of space. And
thus the frequency of your planet, as well as of your physical bodies, is quickly moving up, higher
and higher, with each passing day.
With an increased physical-domain frequency, there comes a greater ability for the Higher Self
(the Soul-you) to integrate more fully within your physical consciousness. This in turn will bring
about heightened perceptual abilities such as what you ones call ESP (extra-sensory perception),
clairvoyance, intuition and such. Ones will no longer be able to look you in the eye and tell you an
outright lie without your inner signalings (alarms of sorts) going off.
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Just as many of you more advanced ones read everything with a discerning eye and monitor your
inner feelings for the “ringing of Truth”, so too shall the average person come to recognize this
same inner “gut” Guidance.
Ones will no longer accept that which is lacking the appropriate inner response without GREAT
question. Those who thrive on trickery, manipulation, and such deceits are already seeing their
illusionary worlds coming apart. These Dark ones are efforting desperately (and futilely) to shift
attention away from themselves so that discerning ones might focus their high-frequency “gaze” in
another, less revealing direction.
Always, dear ones, the Dark ones must wear a sign! Always the sign will be of a general lowfrequency nature. These ones will rant and rave and throw tantrums if confronted. This is often an
attempt to intimidate through fear those who expose them, and to manipulate those who are
watching without discernment.
Our mission (to ensure that a Lighted remnant survives the current Planetary Transition cycle) has
basically been accomplished. Our primary concern now is to ensure that these Dark, so-called
“elite” are not allowed to destroy your planet.
And though we can intervene directly, if need be, to carry out that mission, we always prefer to
work with and through you, there in the physical, so as to effect the desired outcome without direct
physical intervention of our craft.
Why don’t we just come in and “save the day”? Because that would short-circuit the growth of the
majority of experiencing individuals on your planet. YOUR LESSONS ARE FOR YOU TO LEARN!
We do have many capable Higher-Dimensional Ones working with and through many physicallybased ones on your planet (who are often referred to as Ground Crew). Many of the Ground Crew
are now awakening to the synchronicities in their lives and are beginning to realize that they are
part of a much larger, more elaborate plan.
Yes indeed—you each have a role to play!
Your individual purpose is for YOU to recognize. We have given you the necessary tools
(Teachings) and you should each be going within and connecting with Creator Source for
yourselves. You each are quite capableof going within and hearing for yourselves!
Please note this well: When you effort to connect directly to Source, there is, more often than not,
A LOT of turbulence generated within and around you. This is somewhat “natural” as the Dark,
Adversarial ones struggle to keep as many of you “in the dark” as is possible. This can be likened
to being handed the football on the playing field; all of a sudden you become the center of
attention, ESPECIALLY BY THE OPPOSING TEAM!
You can use this “turbulence” as an indicator that you are, indeed, on the proper path. However,
no entity, anywhere, can keep you from connecting within to Creator Source for yourself IF YOU
DESIRE TO DO SO.
And yet, you can keep yourself from consciously connecting within—out of ignorance, fear, or
simply a strong belief that it is not possible.
It is very possible! You each, as an aspect of Creator, have consciousness as a result of this direct
connection to Source. This is to say that, if you have awareness of self, then you are basically
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connected! Your thoughts and ability to reason come directly from your inner personal connection
to your Higher Self, which in turn is connected directly to (and is a part of) Creator Source.
You cannot actually avoid this connection, though you may certainly deny it. Denial does NOT
change the facts of the matter, and you will still be connected. The point here is to overly illustrate
that you are—EACH OF YOU—quite capable of going within and recognizing your own Inner
Guidance. This Guidance will prove quite fundamental as a tool for you to use in the process
of recognizing your purpose.
A general part of EVERYONE’S purpose is to gain experience and knowledge. This can be greatly
enhanced by learning to tap into Higher Consciousness directly for yourself. Even my scribe here
is not fully aware of his purpose. However, with each passing day comes a natural evolution of
thought that helps mold tomorrow. Many will find that, as they learn and grow along their spiritual
journey, their purpose and consequent challenges will also evolve.
It is quite possible for ones to come into the physical and fulfill their intended purpose at a very
early age in life. These ones are often given the opportunity to continue on in the physical (usually
as teachers) if it is their desire. Meanwhile, some of you have made a career out of avoiding your
personal growth challenges, and thus are almost “starving” in your hunger for seeking to find the
elusive “purpose” of your life.
Another clue for you: Your purpose will always involve facing challenges, helping others, and
strengthening yourself (spiritually)—for as you strengthen yourself, so too do you help all ones,
everywhere. Conversely, if you effort to intentionally hurt another, you will be off purpose, and you
will feel great negativity in your life. This is because your Higher Purpose will ALWAYS have God
as part of the overall equation, and thus would not include intentional injury to others.
You can expect that, while searching for your purpose, you will become more than you thought
you were capable of becoming, the closer you get to “finding” it. Your purpose is never “out there”
somewhere, but rather, very much a “within” thing. Your physical environment comes into play
because it is perfectly orchestrated, from a Higher level, so as to maximize your ability to see and
fulfill your purpose at any given moment in time.
When you are on a path that is in harmony with your Higher Purpose, the resonance from within
will cause you to feel wonderfully fulfilled. It willalways be challenging, but never does it need to be
a struggle—as long as you stay centered within the Lighted, higher-frequency ranges of Godintent.
These are general guidelines for you ones, in order for you to most effectively help yourselves. I
too have my challenges, and I face each by reaffirming my connection to The One Source. From
this high-frequency position I am always shown several creative and balanced solutions to any
one particular challenge. Perhaps the greatest challenge comes in deciding which soul-ution will
have the greatest benefit to the Collective Whole.
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. I come in Service to Creator God of Light—who is labeled, for your
physical convenience at this time, through this particular avenue of information flow: Aton, The
One Light.
May you each find for yourselves the answers you desire. Seek first within, through your inner
heart connection to Lighted Source.
Blessings and Peace to you ALL! Salu.
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I AM the place where you begin and I AM the place
where you shall end
By Source and Christ MIchael
Oct 30, 2011
The wonders of your existence find its origin in the mind of God. The chords of love strummed in
harmony, produced by a balancing scale emitting frequencies of light is your very CAUSE. You
were conceived in my imagination as an idea and I gave life to you through the breath of light
which extended from my thinking. I thought you into being. I created the soul within, the verity of
you. I AM the place where you began. I know the mechanics of your creation, the very mechanics
which I have legated to you that you too may create.
You the physical being is an extension of your immortal soul. You have chosen to take myriad
journeys through time and space in mortal clothing. You clothed your light in flesh so that you
might eventually find again that light. It is through your journey that you shall re discover the origin
of life and return your thoughts to the Creator’s will and begin to manifest HIS supreme will
through your thought, actions and creations. It is only then that you will be able to engage in
creative and co- creative endeavours.
As you awaken to MY infinite presence within you, a dawning of new and exciting knowledge shall
transgress the dullness of doubt and ignorance and you shall brave the world with fresh
perspectives born of higher understanding. The place where you begin, being the mind of God will
become your perpetual dwelling place. Accustomed you shall become to this habitation that you
shall effortlessly plot your journey to this place where refreshment will be offered limitlessly. You
shall be restored in the power and authority of the CAUSE.
I have bequeathed this sanctuary to you. It holds the wealth of my wisdom, knowledge and truth.
Wisdom is the nature of God and the nature of man. Many cannot however comprehend that
wisdom is necessary in the mortal journey for the birthing and fashioning of a civilisation grounded
in Godliness. That which is physical in itself cannot conceive wisdom. Mortal creations based only
on physical desires and material aspirations cannot yield the fruit of wisdom. Wisdom derived from
knowledge creates truth, being the foundation element of a sustainable civilisation. Wisdom
cannot be replaced by intellectual comprehension which is derived from what you observe,
perceive, record and recall. Wisdom is beyond analysis; it was created and must be known
through contemplation with the God mind. You can be taught that which is wise but you can only
know it through ME.
I cannot offer wisdom and truth to those who are closed to ME or refute MY existence or deny my
Presence within them. You who do not believe in ME, being the highest authority in Creation,
cannot believe in any form of esoteric existence for I created all things. Sadly you will never be
able to truly believe in yourself; for how can you believe in that which you do not know or
understand? Your idea of what you believe is jaundiced in the wake of unknowingness. You deny
yourself truth and being when you deny ME.
Man forgets easily that it is I that have provided the planet for which you are to experience
physical life. Man did not create the planet; he simply chose to retire to the planet momentarily to
enjoy a physical experience intended for the enlightenment of his soul. This intent has eluded
many who thus choose to have a purely physical existence. A physical existence without a
spiritual understanding and base becomes a void. It is emptied of purpose and bereft of the
treasures of life.
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You are the fruit which I bore and desire to harvest. Yet many of you are still not ripe through
personal choice. You desire to dwell in greenness. You wish to preserve your youth and remain
fresh in a vibrant body. You have become to know that body as you.
You are though, possessed of a part of ME which you have buried beneath desires anomalous to
spirit. You see yourself as flesh and blood when you are spirit and light. I do not ask that you
forget the physical body you inhabit, only that you know the purpose of the physical journey. It is
not for the body but for the spirit. Your management of the body is directed for the benefit of the
spirit in that you shall during the course of mortal sojourn endure experiences which shall uncover
the strength of spirit which shall grow into its light through the unfolding.
Seek your origin and it shall be revealed to you. The indwelling spirit shall open your inner eyes
that you will see clearly. You shall then be privileged to the priceless part of you. Your human mind
does not wish to accept the truth of its inherent prowess. This however is inevitable and whether
you choose to be open to accept your inheritance now or much later on, is up to you. If you persist
though, throughout your incarnations to resist the truth of your origin and breach the laws of
creation and God, you shall effectively relinquish your soul to the death of life as it loses its
immortal status. The salvation of your soul which affords immortal life lies not with ME unless you
choose ME. Salvation is a gift to those who choose to enter the spiritual Kingdom and abide within
the Kingdom.
I AM the place where you shall end for I AM the goal of life. Should you be privileged through your
own choosing to aspire to ME, you shall return through ascent in the measure of invested effort
and the passage of time through your incarnations. Should you delete ME knowingly from your
consciousness and deliberately and persistently through your incarnated experiences choose
against me, there will be no life for you.
One of my laws is that I shall not compel by force MY children to choose or return to the place of
their birth where eternity is what I willed to them.
I AM THE PLACE WHERE YOU BEGIN; AND
I AM THE PLACE WHERE YOU SHALL END if you choose and endeavour to.
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The Path Lies Within You

By Surya (Siraya) thru Tatyana

May 25, 2012
Back when my computers started being murdered, I published some of the material from the
Russian Tatyana. It is line with the other Ascended Master Material given on this world. Today I
was wondering for whatever reason and asked on the forum and one there had the link. This lady
came into action in the same year as myself. This piece here, as I am catching up, was given by
Siraya (her spelling is Surya), on June 2011. The English translations from the Russian are quite
good.
The site has a lot of the material translated into other languages too. I have a sence of feeling
close to Tatyana than before, I wonder if we have met at night, it seems ot me she will be a force
in Russia and her work there is consitant with Russian coming back into Christianity, after the
Bolshevick issues. I am told that Christianity was always better understood in Russia before its
destruction there, than the European world, after the dark ages, which of course was translated to
the Western Hemisphere.
This is the English Link to the site, http://sirius-eng.net/index.htm
http://sirius-eng.net/dictations/iun_2011/2011.06.15.htm

The Path lies within you
Lord Surya
June 15, 2011

I AM Surya having come again.
Today I will try to compensate for the long time of waiting for our meeting since the winter cycle of
dictations with the help of the transmission of this message of mine, full of Love and care for
Humanity of the Earth.
As you know, at this period of the summer solstice an opportunity is provided for each of you to
apply with your letters to the Karmic Board. And today is exactly the day when you can all do it. It
seems to you, perhaps, that it is insignificant and it cannot help you. However, do not disregard
this God-given opportunity, I beg of you.
Today, as always, I have come to you in order to avail of one more cosmic opportunity and give a
message. In this message of mine I would like to pass on to you certain knowledge and to provide
understanding of one more cosmic Law that acts in the universe. We have spoken about the Law
of Karma or Retribution. And this Law is truly the main and fundamental Law of this universe. But
there is one more important Law. It is the Law of Mercy and Compassion that acts in the universe.
And this Law allows Great cosmic beings to render their help to those life-streams that are
entangled in the net of illusion and see neither the meaning of their existence nor the purpose of
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their journey in the illusory world. This Law also makes it possible, for me in particular, to come to
you with my messages twice a year. Therefore then, when your hearts are open towards me, and
your consciousness is ready to perceive the Teaching, I can do that. And the extent of your
success in the assimilation of the Teaching will be directly proportional to your sincerity and your
aspiration to know the Truth.
So, according to the Law of Mercy and Compassion you can be given help, and it is being given
continuously. The only obstacle that impedes you to accept our help is your consciousness. And if
there is not enough faith, love and sincerity in your being, all our good intentions and all our care
will meet with the ice of misunderstanding and the barriers that stay in your consciousness.
I understand very well that the lifestyle of the existing humanity and the life conditions on the
planet are such that only a very insignificant probability exists that anyone from the incarnated
people will succeed in raising his consciousness to such a level where he will manage to
overcome the attraction of the illusory forces and to rise in his consciousness to the level of
awareness of the Divine realm. However, I affirm that there is a probability that even during one
life you will manage to rise in your consciousness to the level where there will be no need of a
further incarnation in the physical plane.
And today I will give you an instruction on how this can be achieved. All your life, every minute of
your stay on Earth you must use only for the purpose of concentration on the Supreme. Every day
you should devote all your thoughts, feelings and deeds to God. You should constantly make sure
that none of the evil thoughts or desires can seize your consciousness even for a second. You
should erect a fortress around yourself, a fortress unassailable for anything evil and non-divine
that exists in your world, on your planet.
This is a very difficult task, but it is achievable. There is a probability that with the help of your will,
aspiration and concentration you will manage to break through all the low layers of physical, astral
and even mental planes and find yourself in the etheric octaves of Light.
Go ahead! I am telling you that it depends only on you yourselves whether you will be able to
break through to the etheric octaves of Light during one incarnation or not. This is exactly why we
come to you in order to support your aspiration, and keep showing you the Path that the best
representatives of mankind went through in the past already. There exists a trodden path already
and you can start on this path right now!
And no matter how strange it may seem to you, you do not need to go anywhere, aspire to
anything that lies outside you. That Path lies within you. And then, when you aspire and give up
non-divine qualities within you and gain Divine qualities, you move along that Path that leads you
back to God, to that world whence your souls came and where they must return.
The door to this world is within your being. So, there is no sense in saving the world, there is no
sense in chasing around the world in search of a panacea for the salvation of humanity. Basically
speaking, you can only save yourself by becoming the Path that the rest of mankind will be able to
follow.
One person per century, who overcomes himself and achieves the etheric octaves of Light in the
ritual of Ascension to the Light, is enough in order for the whole humanity to receive a sufficient
energy impulse for the further advancement.
Please note, you find the Path, and you move along this Path, and the moment comes when you
yourself become this Path which thousands and millions of living beings will be able to follow.
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But first, at the very first stage, you will need the discipline of a disciple; you will need aspiration,
self-consistency, and devotion.
And only after that will you be given help and support. First, you show the necessary qualities and
only after that you are given help and support.
Then, when you are ready and when you show your willingness during a significant period of time
- not less than seven years - you are shown the Path.
Beloved, it is just seven years of aspiration, devotion and obedience. Does it seem much to you?
But what are these seven years in comparison with those thousands of incarnations when your
soul was wandering in the dark without any hope for salvation? And now, you have come in touch
with our vibrations, you have felt their affinity with your inner essence. So what, will you leave Us
in the chase for another illusion of your world?
And very many people leave the Path shown by us and seek easier paths. First, a thought
appears in your mind, it is fleeting, but the concentration on the purpose of your journey is already
broken. Then a wish appears just to try, see or read… And you are already moving in another
direction, and when you try to return to our Path, you cannot discern it. And it takes many, many
incarnations to find the Path again. Your soul rejoices! You find what you have been seeking for a
great many incarnations! But only a few years pass – and what is it in comparison with millions of
years of incarnation on the Earth? -- and you are already disappointed, you lose enthusiasm and
aspiration and start sliding off the trodden Path.
Realise, only one person per century manages to ascend to the peak of the Divine
consciousness.
And even if one person achieves this, we are ready to expend huge amounts of invaluable Divine
energy in order to show the Path and support him on the Path.
Therefore, I have strong hope that at least one person, who has found this Teaching and reads
our messages, will be able to complete his earthly path during this life and show the Path to the
others. Exactly like Buddha and Christ showed the Path in their time.

I AM Surya.
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The Beauty of Pollination - Moving Art™ -

By Louie Schwartzerg

Nov 3, 2012

The Beauty of Pollination - Moving Art™ This 4' 19" video was uploaded by LouieSchwartzberg on Dec 23, 2011:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQiszdkOwuU&feature=player_embedded#!
This video was shown at the TED conference in 2011, with scenes from "Wings of Life", a film
about the threat to essential pollinators that produce over a third of the food we eat. The seductive
love dance between flowers and pollinators sustains the fabric of life and is the mystical keystone
event where the animal and plant worlds intersect that make the world go round.
This upcoming film comes from director and cinematographer Louie Schwartzberg. Musical score
provided by Bliss.
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Osho - Tantra is the highest form of love.
Tantra is the science, the yoga of love
By Osho
Nov 16, 2012

Osho - Tantra is the highest form of love. Tantra is the science, the yoga of love
Question - Beloved Osho, The ultimate search is Individual, But can you explain the integral part
of the Beloved in Tantra and the search for our inner self?
Osho - A very intricate, complex thing has to be understood: If you are not in love, you are lonely.
If you are in love, really in love, you become alone. Loneliness is sadness; aloneness is not
sadness. Loneliness is a feeling of incompleteness. You need someone and the needed one is not
available. Loneliness is darkness, with no light in it. A dark house, waiting and waiting for someone
to come and kindle the light.
Aloneness is not loneliness. Aloneness means the feeling that you are complete. Nobody is
needed, you are enough. And this happens in love. Lovers become alone -- through love you
touch your inner completeness. Love makes you complete. Lovers share each other, but that is
not their need, that is their overflowing energy.
Two persons who have been feeling lonely can make a contract, can come together. They are not
lovers, remember. They remain lonely. Now, because of the presence of the other, they don't feel
the loneliness -- that's all. They somehow deceive themselves. Their love is nothing but a
deception to deceive oneself: I am not lonely -- somebody else is there. Because two lonely
persons are meeting, their loneliness basically is doubled, or even multiplied. That's what happens
ordinarily.
You feel lonely when you are alone, and when you are in relationship you feel miserable. This is
an everyday observation. When people are lonely they feel lonely, and they are in a deep search
for somebody to be related to. When they are related to somebody, then misery starts; then they
feel it was better to be lonely -- this is too much. What happens?
Two lonely persons meet -- that means two gloomy, sad, miserable persons meet. The misery is
multiplied. How can two uglinesses become beautiful? How can two lonelinesses coming together
become completion, totality? Not possible. They exploit each other, they somehow try to deceive
themselves through the other. But that deception doesn't go far. By the time the honeymoon is
finished, the marriage is also finished. It is very temporary. It is just an illusion.
Real love is not a search to go against loneliness. Real love is to transform loneliness into
aloneness. To help the other -- if you love the person, you help him to be alone. You don't fill him
or her. You don't try to complete the other in some way by your presence. You help the other to be
alone, to be so full out of her or his own being that you will not be a need.
When the person is totally free, then out of that freedom sharing is possible. Then he gives much,
but not as a need; he gives much, but not as a bargain. He gives much because he has much. He
gives because he enjoys giving. Lovers are alone, and a real lover never destroys your aloneness.
He will always be totally respectful about the aloneness of the other. It is sacred. He will not
interfere in it, he will not spoil that space.
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But ordinarily, lovers, so-called lovers, are very much afraid of the other and the other's aloneness,
independence; they are very much afraid -- because they think if the other is independent then
they will not be needed, then they will be discarded. So the woman goes on trying... that the
husband should remain dependent, always in need, so that she can remain valuable. And the
husband goes on trying in every way so that the woman always remains in need, so that he
remains valuable. This is a bargain and there is continuous conflict, struggle. The struggle is that
everybody needs his freedom.
Love allows freedom; not only allows, but strengthens freedom. And anything that destroys
freedom is not love. It must be something else. Love and freedom go together, they are two wings
of the same bird. Whenever you see that your love is going against your freedom, then you are
doing something else in the name of love.
Let this be your criterion: freedom is the criterion; love gives you freedom, makes you free,
liberates you. And once you are totally yourself, you feel grateful to the person who has helped
you. That gratefulness is almost religious. You feel in the other person something divine. He has
made you free, or she has made you free, and love has not become a possessiveness.
When love deteriorates it becomes possessiveness, jealousy, struggle for power, politics,
domination, manipulation -- a thousand and one things, all ugly. When love soars high, to the
purest sky, it is freedom, total freedom. It is moksha -- it is absolute freedom.
Now the question: "The ultimate search is individual, but can you explain the integral part of the
beloved in Tantra and the search for our inner self?"
Tantra is purest love. Tantra is the methodology of purifying love of all its poisons. If you are in
love, the love I am talking about, your very love will help the other to be integrated. Your very love
will become a cementing force for the other. In your love the other will come together, because
your love will give freedom; and under the shade of your love, under the protection of your love,
the other will start growing.
All growth needs love -- but unconditional love. If love has conditions then growth cannot be total,
because those conditions will come in the way. Love unconditionally. Don't ask anything in return.
Much comes on its own -- that's another thing. Don't be a beggar. In love be an emperor. Just give
it and see what happens... a thousandfold it comes back. But one has to learn it. Otherwise one
remains a miser; one gives a little and waits for much to come back, and your waiting, your
expectation, destroys the whole beauty of it.
When you are waiting and expecting, the other feels that you are manipulating. He may say it or
not, but he feels you are manipulating. And wherever you feel manipulation, one wants to rebel
against it -- because it is against the inner need of the soul, because any demand from the outside
disintegrates you. Any demand from the outside divides you. Any demand from the outside is a
crime against you, because your freedom is polluted. Then you are no more sacred. You are no
more the end -- you are being used as a means. And the greatest immoral act in the world is to
use somebody as a means.
Each being is an end unto himself. Love treats you as an end unto yourself. You are not to be
dragged into any expectations. Tantra is the highest form of love. Tantra is the science, the yoga
of love.
So a few things to be remembered. One: love, but not as a need -- as a sharing. Love, but don't
expect -- give. Love, but remember your love should not become an imprisonment for the other.
Love, but be very careful; you are moving on sacred ground. You are going into the highest, the
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purest and holiest temple. Be alert! Drop all impurities outside the temple. When you love a
person, love the person as if the person is a god, not less than that. Never love a woman as a
woman and never love a man as a man, because if you love a man as a man your love is going to
be very, very ordinary. Your love is not going to be more than lust. If you love a woman as a
woman, your love is not going to soar very high. Love a woman as a goddess, then love becomes
worship.
In Tantra, the man who is going to make love to the woman has to worship her for months as a
goddess. He has to visualize in the woman the mother-goddess. When the visualization has
become total, when no lust arises, when seeing the woman sitting naked before him he simply
feels thrilled with a divine energy, no lust arises, the very form of the woman becomes divine, and
all thoughts stop and only reverence is felt -- then he is allowed to make love.
It looks a little absurd and paradoxical. When there is no need to make love, then he is allowed to
make love. When the woman has become a goddess, then he is allowed to make love -- because
now love can soar high, love can become a climax, a crescendo. Now it will not be of the earth, it
will not be of this world; it will not be of two bodies, it will be of two beings. It will be a meeting of
two existences. Two souls will meet, merge and mingle, and both will come out of it tremendously
alone.
Aloneness means purity. Aloneness means that you are just yourself and nobody else. Aloneness
means that you are pure gold; just gold and nothing else... just you. Love makes you alone.
Loneliness will disappear, but aloneness will arise.
Loneliness is a state when you are ill with yourself, bored with yourself, tired of yourself, and you
want to go somewhere and to forget yourself into somebody else. Aloneness is when you are
thrilled just by your being. You are blissful just by being yourself. You need not go anywhere. Need
has disappeared. You are enough unto yourself. But now, a new thing arises in your being. You
have so much that you cannot contain it. You have to share, you have to give. And whosoever
accepts your gift, you will feel grateful towards him that he accepted. He could have rejected it.
Lovers feel grateful that their love has been accepted. They feel thankful, because they were so
full of energy and they needed someone to pour that energy into. When a flower blooms and
releases its fragrance to the winds it feels grateful to the winds -- the fragrance was growing more
and more heavy on it. It was becoming almost a burden. It was just as if a woman is pregnant and
nine months have passed and the child is not being born, is delaying. Now she is so much
burdened; she wants to share the child with the world. That is the meaning of birth.
Up to now she has been carrying the child in herself. It was nobody else's but her own. But now it
is too much; she cannot contain it. It has to be shared; the child has to be shared with the world.
The mother has to drop her miserliness. Once the child is out of the womb, it is no more only of
the mother; by and by it will go away, and far away. It will become part of the great world. The
same happens when a cloud comes full of rain water ready to shower, and when it showers, rains,
the cloud feels unburdened and happy and grateful to the thirsty earth because it accepted.
There are two types of love. One: love when you are feeling lonely -- as a need, you go to the
other. Then love when are not feeling lonely, but alone. In the first case you go to get something;
in the second case you go to give something. A giver is an emperor.
Remember, Tantra is not ordinary love. It has nothing to do with lust. It is the greatest
transformation of lust into love. The ultimate search is individual -- but love makes you individual. If
it doesn't make you individual, if it tries to make you a slave, then it is not love -- it is hate
pretending love. Pretending to be love, it is hidden hatred just managing somehow; managing
somehow and pretending that it is love.
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Love of this type kills, destroys the individuality. It makes you less of an individual. It pulls you
down. You are not enhanced, you don't become graceful. You are being pulled into the mud. And
everybody starts feeling that he is settling with something dirty. Love should give you freedom -never settle for less. Love should make you a white cloud, completely free, a wanderer in the sky
of freedom, with no roots attached anywhere. Love is not an attachment; lust is.
Meditation and love are the two ways to attain to that individuality I am talking about. Both are
very, very deeply related together. In fact they are both aspects of the same coin: love and
meditation.
If you meditate, sooner or later you will come upon love. If you meditate deeply, sooner or later
you will start feeling a tremendous love arising in you that you have never known before -- a new
quality to your being, a new door opening. You have become a new flame and you want to share
now.
If you love deeply, by and by you will become aware that your love is becoming more and more
meditative. A subtle quality of silence is entering in you. Thoughts are disappearing, gaps
appearing -- silences. You are touching your own depth.
Love makes you meditative if it is on the right lines.
Meditation makes you loving if it is on the right lines.
And there are only two types of people in the world, basically: those who will find their meditation
through love, and those who will find their love through meditation.
For those who will find their meditation through love, it is Tantra; that is their science. For those
who will find love through their meditation, for them it is Yoga; that is their science.
Tantra and Yoga, these are the only two ways -- basically, very foundational. But both can go
wrong if you don't understand well. And the criterion is -- listen -- if you meditate and it doesn't
become love, know well you have gone wrong somewhere. And you will find ninety-nine yogis out
of a hundred have gone wrong. The more they enter into their meditation, the more they become
against love. They become, in fact, afraid of love. They start thinking of love as a distraction. Then
their meditation is not real meditation. A meditation out of which love does not arise is not
meditation at all. It is an escape, not a growth. It is as if a seed has become afraid of becoming a
plant and blossoming in flowers, and has become afraid of releasing its fragrance to the winds -- a
seed has become a miser.
You will find this type of yogi all over India. Their meditation has not come to bloom. Their
meditation got constipated somewhere on the way. They are stuck. You will not find grace on their
faces, and you will not find intelligence in their eyes. You will see around them a certain climate of
dullness and stupidity. You will not find them alert, aware, alive. A certain deadness... because if
you are alive you have to become loving. To avoid love they avoid life.
And these people will always be escaping towards the Himalayas, anywhere where they can
remain without others. Their aloneness will not be aloneness, it will be a loneliness -- you can read
it on their faces. They are not happy being alone. On their faces you will see a certain type of
martyrdom -- which is foolishness! -- as if they have been sacrificing. Ego you will find there;
humbleness, no -- because whenever humbleness comes, love comes. If the ego becomes too
strong, then love can be destroyed completely. Ego is the opposite of love.
Yoga is in the hands of the wrong people. And the same happened with Tantra. In the name of
Tantra, people started just fulfilling their lust and sex and their perversions. It never became
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meditative. It became a subtle rationalization of lust, sex and passion. It became a trick; you can
hide behind it. For all sorts of perversions, Tantra became a blanket to hide behind.
So remember this. Man is very cunning. He has destroyed Yoga, he has destroyed Tantra.
Remain alert! Both are good, both are tremendously beneficial, but the criterion to remember is
that if you are doing one rightly, the other is to follow as a shadow. If the other is not following,
then you are wrong somewhere.
Move back, start again. Go into your mind, analyze your mind. Somewhere you have tricked
yourself. And it is not difficult -- because you can deceive others, but you cannot deceive yourself.
That is impossible. If you just go within and watch, you will come to know where you have been
deceiving. Nobody can deceive himself; it is impossible. How can you deceive yourself?
Source - Osho Book "The Search"
http://www.messagefrommasters.com/Osho/osho/osho_on_love_in_tantra.htm
http://www.messagefrommasters.com/
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Thoth Provides some easy science on the WAVE
By Thoth thru Leonette with teaching by Candace
Mar 10, 2013

Candace: I am going to add some small examples of the power of sound at the end that may help
some of you with the concept.
Thoth thru Leo, a Science perpsective on the WAVE.
09/03/2011
Commenced last night (10:00pm 08/03/2011) and continued today....
I asked Thoth to give some information on ‘the Wave’ in a way to help us to assimilate what it does
and how it will affect our world.. The following is what I received.
“The Wave is a projection from Source that occurs in tandem with the ‘closing off’ of a period of
activity relative to a planetary system’s growth and development.
It is a ‘pulsing rhythm’ that attenuates from the ‘Primal Sound’ and builds up in layers like a series
of Sound Waves to a level where the intensity of the resultant vibration is strengthened to a point
of implosion. That point, however, is only reached when circumstances have sufficiently been ‘fine
tuned’ to ensure ‘that’ which is being calibrated’ can ‘see the face of God’ without losing
consciousness.
All planetary systems which extend outward from Source will be ‘bathed’ in this Primal Sound.
Those most separated from Source will be subjected to the more acute ‘tuning’ elements that
accompany this ‘Sound Wave” for that is really what it is.
The “I AM’ issues forth the ‘Primal Sound’ and it is rhythmically discharged in a series of ‘pulsing
sound waves’, with the lowest intensities being the first to be discharged. As the issued ‘Primal
Sound’ ‘tunes up’ whatever it comes into contact with and some density is cleared, the issued
sound reverberates in the form of a secondary echo and returns to the ‘I AM’ or Source who in turn
projects another ‘pulsed sound wave’ of greater intensity than the one issued before. This to-ing
and fro-ing of sound waves, moving from lower to higher levels result in an eventual ‘breaking
down’ of density. With the breaking down of density, all that remains is Spirit, for all density has
been dissolved and as such the dense forms that added to the illusion of ‘separateness’ become
‘unglued’. However that particular situation is some way off and it is best discussed and
understood during the period of stasis.
For the moment though the first rhythmic waves are the least intense and are designed to ‘shake’
everything up at its core. At the higher Cosmic levels the waves will feel like gentle breezes on
one’s cheek. At the lower levels ALL atomic structures within density will vibrate intensely.
These “Primal Sounds’ from the ‘I AM’ or Source which move through Creation as Sound Waves
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consist of super-charged particulates which ‘roar’ through the Cosmos. You may picture it as an
image of mighty waves rising up out of the oceans and crashing onto the beach, gradually
breaking down anything that stands as a resistance to the ocean’s waves.
These ‘super-charged particulates’ are comprised mainly of electrons which literally attach
themselves to each atom that is encountered and ‘electrifies’ or ‘charges’ the atom even further.
The ‘electrifying’ or ‘charging’ process involves the ‘harmonizing’ of each atom to the frequency of
each attached ‘super-charged particulate which carries the frequency of the ‘Primal Sound’. This is
similar to how a ‘tuning fork’ works. Automatically the atom begins to {{vibrate}} in resonance with
the particular level frequency of the Sound Wave of the ‘Primal Sound” which was projected by
Source.

As you know all matter as you see it, is comprised of atoms, held together by sound waves
vibrating at different frequencies. Additionally each coalesced sound wave emits its own
tone...Once the supercharged particulate ‘electrifies’ or ‘charges’ the atom to which it is attached, it
effectively changes the nature of the atom......the tonal quality changes and the now
‘supercharged’, electrified atom emits its own sound or tone. Each supercharged atom making up
particular forms of matter be they humanoid, plant, animal, planetary or celestial... (Yes, celestials,
elementals etc. carry form even though it is less dense than human form) release new tones or
sounds unique to the now supercharged, electrified atomic structures of their being.... The I AM or
Source responds to these released tones by emitting an even higher level tone of the Primal
Sound that ‘washes’ over all creation again.. The process is repeated in a rhythmic pattern until
the desired objectives are achieved (which will be explained during stasis).
So to simplify then: ‘The Wave’ is one of many to come and it is ‘pulsed’ from the ‘I AM’. It is like a
Tsunami of Radiance pouring over all creation and embedded with ‘super charged particulates’
which consist primarily of electrons and which attach to the atomic makeup of ALL matter. The
super-charged particulates, comprised mainly of electrons attach to each atom, ‘electrifies’ the
atomic structures causing such to vibrate in accord with the frequency conveyed by the supercharged particulates.

This causes changes in vibration which facilitates density changes and/or transformation thereby
resulting in frequency changes to ‘matter’. The changed matter, now emits a new tone which
signals to the ‘I AM’ that the first level of clearing has been completed. This signal prompts another
round of higher level projection of the ‘Primal Sound’ from the ‘I AM’. Each clearing/transformation
to matter is considered an ‘upgrade’ and this upgrade solicits a higher version ‘Wave’.
So to bring it to ‘home’, the first ‘spray’ of this initial wave has already ‘hit your shores’ and you are
now awaiting the ‘crested wave’ to touchdown. Once that happens all of Life will be prompted, one
way or the other, to find the Divine within.

In spite of what your initial response might be to your perception of what is about to happen, be
reminded that the ultimate objective of this initiative of ‘waves’ is to cause ALL creation to vibrate
at the same frequency with the ‘I AM’. To realise that objective requires a gradual build up of
‘vibrational’ changes in ‘matter’. Once ‘matter’ is altered in this way, higher frequency change is
inevitable. At the highest frequencies, one can then be in the presence of the ‘I AM’ without
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becoming overwhelmed by the intensity of the Absolute Love and Glory of the Source. Surely
then, this is what it all comes down to, therefore be in gratitude for the Act of Grace that is being
bestowed on all Creation.
I AM Thoth.

Candace: OK, now for the first simple example of the power of sound. Most of you know that a
soprano opera singer, can shatter a crystal glass. It is the HIGH frequency of sound that does
this, besides also the force of her voice that carries the sound faster. A high pitched squeaky noise
doesn't do it, the force of the high frequency sound wave does. Each octave of music has a higher
vibration, as measured on a GRAPH, and the same is true of matter on this worlds as it responds
to these energies, the vibration is increased. Each level of DENSITY and the dimensions within,
can be compared in this way to the piano which demonstrate visually so well, the increasing
octaves of the creation.

Your DNA is light and is crystalline, become more of a crystalline nature as it carries more light.
While animals are not going to yet have 12 strands of DNA, their DNA is also becoming more
crystalline, and vibrating higher also. I should become easier for all of you to thus see their aura's.
There is even change even with this early wind that I am seeing aura in MATTER right now.
Recently my bathroom counter was glowing in green one evening, and there was not a green
towel or jar which would have reflected the green. I was in a meditative state and saw it.

Another example is from the bible in the power of sound, the story of bringing down the wall of
Jericho by the army going around it and stomping their feet. In face, in the case of explosives like
dynamite, it is the sound (scalar waves) generated that do the actual destruction. Scalar energy
was used to help bring down the towers too, amongst all the other stuff that was done to make
sure, and make them easy to haul away.

Science has always been wrong on what holds together the atom, and I knew this in my early
science classes, but I could not remember actually the mechanism, but I knew the so call
centrifugal force or whatever we were taught was not correct.

Now, as a reminder, it is simple enough to say that spirit fills up all that space in the atom, it is not
"empty." As your frequency rises, you are still made of atoms, but the atoms take up more "space"
because they acquire more spirit in them. This is why some beings you may see, are light and
fluffy looking of sorts, some you can actually see thru them. This is why spirit beings grow larger,
your real being, your real form, those of those incarnate, these are NOT your real forms, but your
real forms are larger. There is more spirit, bigger atoms in them. All beings still have some atomic
matter in their form, but it's full of spirit. We don't have the right language, I can only use what we
have.
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The God particle that is being covered, there are 100 of them, the Ultimaton, in an electron. And
electrons collected together, make up the protons and the neutrons in the nucleus of the atom,
simply stuck together by sound so there is more "mass" of sorts. This incoming wave of sound
can vibrate all that stuff apart, thus leaving just the spirit, as above. This is extremely simplistic,
but we have to work somewhere.

You can often hear wind, can you not? some of that is the wind rustling leaves and the like, but it
has a sound also, as it quickens.

I am hearing the WAVE for several weeks at least now. This is a different sound than that I hear
when the BZ is negative during solar storms. It's a different pitch and I hear it more in the evening,
because sound is carried more when it is dark. AFter a time of hearing this, I began to realize
from memory that I was hearing THE WAVE. it's picking up. Eventually, not long from now, which
is why we are covering it real fast now, more and more people will perceive it.

I am seeing postings on GLP by people feeling and hearing something different. Lots of people
are picking it up. some are feeling terribly pressured already and fear of the unknown of course
increases discomfort, so as people begin to wonder around you, you must start explaining the
wave, which may be as simple as this is the incoming energies predicted in the so called end
times and these usher in the new times, may be enough initially. Do not force the knowledge if
they are not receptive, they will have their time to see, plant your seeds in fertile ground.

I can promise you pretty much that crabby people are very likely as it comes in to get more and
more crabby and either stay out of their way, or attempt gently to put them at ease in some way. It
will be helpful for many to go exercise or walk to work down or expend that some.

Here is an interesting You Tube video a friend sent to me last night. While this isn't the wave per
se at all, its the wind bringing down a bridge built back in the 1940's, I think the way the bridge
waves, and the music the person added to it, will awaken something in you.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-zczJXSxnw This is a nice choice of sound with the movie, has
lots of interesting octaves in it. This wave coming may FEEL a bit like this to you. However, it will
not do this to the bridges!

http://abundanthope.net/pages/Leonette_112/Thoth-Provides-some-easy-science-on-theWAVE.shtml
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The Dam Is Destined To Burst
By AA Michael thru Ed Young
Dec 22, 2013

12/9/13 - Archangel Michael
Good evening and thank you for hearing and responding to my signal at this busy time. While
many are present whose energy signatures are long familiar to you (which gave you some
temporary confusion), I take the lead in bringing through this message. I am indeed your old friend
Michael, Archangel of the Host of God, come in the Radiant Light of the One who created us all. I
am perhaps more familiar to ones on your long beleaguered world than are some of my
compatriots contributing to this message, especially among those who have dared to fight the
Good Fight in one way or another.
Yes, the loud ringing in your ears is being broadcast to distract, but consider how many years now
we of the Higher Realms have always worked around such pesky technical nonsense with you.
Relax and let us simply proceed.
Indeed, it has been quite a while since last we asked you to write for us, though you always do
keep “the channel” open should we call. We do not generally operate on your regular earthly time
intervals, but rather, on sequence of events. That is, we prefer to communicate when the
experiential landscape has progressed to a next significant milestone and warrants a new public
message to those who have been Guided to monitor your website conduit. Keep in mind that
these messages are at least as important for what they are intended to trigger subconsciously as
for what SEEMS to be their content at face value.
The dire world scene relentlessly (and ever more desperately) being painted through your various
controlled media sources is far different from the positivity that, behind the scenes, is actually
bubbling up in many locations, more and more, at this auspicious time. Actually, if you more aware
ones keep a discerning eye on the media’s output these days, you will indeed note, with some
satisfaction, a growing number of joyful happenings that are getting reported anyway. They are
having more and more difficulty “sticking to the script” their puppet-masters desire, especially
when good and daring people within media and intelligence circles become Inspired to do the right
thing.
These positive happenings (on the economic, free energy, health, spying, and other present
enslavement fronts) are still only the smallest of leaks from growing cracks in a dam that is
destined to burst soon, as the energies bathing your planet continue to intensify as well as upshift
in frequency. Both the underlying physics and the resulting inevitable effects of a positive nature
we have been explaining at great lengths for many years now.
So at this pivotal time we recommend that you DO keep one eye on what the “news” media puts
out. But as we once again strongly urge: DON’T go overboard in that regard! Here we are referring
not just to conventional “news” sources, but also to alternative media and channeled sources.
Sensationalism and deceit (sometimes unintentional and sometimes quite on purpose) as well as
self-serving-in-disguise are postures by no means limited to conventional information sources. We
suggest you always maintain a vigilant discernment concerning ANY information source; then add
in a healthy degree of detachment from any source that strikes you as negative, fear mongering,
manipulative, after your wallet, or otherwise at odds with what your gut tells you (your soul-
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knowing compass).
Rather, as we have so often reminded in past messages, you each have important challenges in
front of you to focus upon primarily, that are critical for your own soul-growth at this time. That’s
really first and foremost why you are here now, and why you are where you are. Think of it as your
“duty station” right now, if we may use a term from our Galactic Fleet terminology. Perhaps you
work at a restaurant in your local area; this may not seem like much to you—until you ask ones
who say how their lives are lifted each time they have contact with you. Deal honorably and
appreciatively with that which you find in front of you to do each day, and KNOW that we are well
in control of the successful unfolding of the Larger Picture in its Divine proper time.
We do indeed understand and sympathize with YOUR curiosity about OUR progress with that
Larger Picture, especially as it pertains to alleviating the present miserable conditions on the
surface of your planet. However, if your curiosity becomes such a strong distraction from what you
ought to be doing that you “drop everything” to, say, devour each latest alternative news bulletin or
channeled message that may be more imagination or hype than Truth, then you have, in effect,
been successfully derailed by the Dark Energies.
Such distractions (or procrastinations) can easily lead to the kinds of disappointments and
frustrations within that so many seekers experience: disappointments that what you read or heard
(and expected to happen) has not happened, and frustrations over missed opportunities and
otherwise neglecting what you know you ought to be doing. Your Guides will always do everything
they can to help you fulfill what you came here to accomplish, but ultimately your choice of
direction is yours alone to make.
We wish to keep this message short and hopeful—in concert with the Buoyant Energies at the
heart of your holiday season. These Buoyant Energies are now being matched and amplified by
many great Beings of Light adding their loving support at this time. Be vigilant to not allow the
excessive materialism that has, year by year, gradually infected this season to corrupt what is
healthy into what is not.
My scribe laughs about how he is so deeply thankful to be reminded of that balancing lesson every
day by a certain large, full-of-Life golden retriever we sent his way several years ago. Yes, a few
toys, some food, and a place to lay your head when you’re tired is nice to have. But this fourfooted, wet-nosed, master-teacher-in-disguise never fails to remind by example that these material
things should never dominate the intangibles that truly nourish one’s soul-life—like living more fully
in the Divine Gift of each present moment, like the tail-wagging JOY and appreciation from kind
words and a scratch on the head, like taking time each day for a walk out enJOYing Nature in all
its seasonal glories, or like the unbridled deLight of sniffing out and chasing down a simple tennis
ball.
Make an effort, perhaps with the aid of lighted holiday candles and festive music, to radiate that
kind of Buoyant Energy, that you should be feeling with ever increasing intensity, as you go about
your daily life—right now and into a new year likely to take your breath away as certain long hoped
for events finally begin to unfold visibly on the world stage. If you take care of the seemingly “little
things” your Guides patiently and lovingly place in front of you each day, you will be making the
most important contributions that YOU alone can possibly make to The Whole.
I am Michael, Archangel and Guide to all who sincerely ask for my help with the fulfillment of
YOUR individual part in this Grand Learning Experience unfolding on planet Earth at this special
time. Be kind to each other as well as to yourself. Salu.
http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/13-12-9.htm

Thru Ed YOUNG
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CONTACT: THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR, " 12 WRITINGS ", Pdf.
By Hatonn, Aton, Esu Sananda, Soltec, transcription CL.
Jan 24, 2014

These 12 writings are in this old Contact Magazine from the last year it was in
print. http://www.phoenixarchives.com/contact/1999/0399/031599.pdf The writings are excellent
and worth having. Thankyou very much Christ for making this pdf for our readers, so they can
have them. :)
This issue of the magazine was about the firing of Ed Young, Editor. There is some good material
there. I had Christ just extra the 12 writings in which it was chosen to withhold posting them for a
time and he published them with his firing. The PJ project had been failing for years as to issues
with dharma and EJ, so if interested you can read the magazine at the link above. There is a lot
of archived material at www.phoenixarchives.com

The 12 WRITINGS
Click on page to download: 552 Kb
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Reclaiming Your Authority As A Co-Creator
By Esu Sananda
Jan 26, 2014

from this PDF of 12 pieces.
http://abundanthope.net/pages/Spiritual_Nuggets_by_the_Masters_62/CONTACT-THEPHOENIX-EDUCATOR-12-WRITINGS-Pdf.shtml

Esu Sananda: Reclaiming Your Authority As A Co-Creator
3/7/99 ESU "JESUS" SANANDA
Good evening, child. It is I, Sananda, also known as Esu or Jesus the Christ, depending upon your
own understanding. Regardless of the label, I come in and with and as representative of the One
Holy White Light of our Father, Creator of all that is. It is my pleasure to commune with you on this
day, and I am thankful and honored that you have taken the time to sit with me.
I, as well as others of the Higher (Lighted) Realms, are in full understanding that many of you ones
are questioning what is taking place and when and how it might all play out eventually. What I
shall comment in regard to this matter is this:
All is progressing forward, and all will eventually play itself out. There are many human conditions,
karma, and decisions that have effect upon the outcome of the situation, and we must allow for all
these human dramas to be expressed as they will. After all, the principal way that you in the thirddimensional reality learn is by the human experience through your current expressions of
physicality.
Many have, are, and will complete lessons as the current situation plays itself out, and it is as it
should be—even though it may not be as many wish it to be. There shall be those who will
consider the outcome to be sad, and others will be vindicated, and still others may come to the
completion of this particular physical expression.
None can predict the absolute outcome, for the human drama is dependent upon the free-will
choices and decisions made by all involved—and there are many, many involved, even some who
do not know they are involved. So, know that it will all be resolved, one way or the other, and there
are none who can know for certain, though there are probable outcomes.
[Editor's note: The following section was originally denoted as a private message for some ones
who are in responsible positions which are impacted by this situation. This update continues from
a similar message within the 2/1/99 writing by Sananda.]
As you will recall, we wrote previously about Doris's own personal condition. That condition has
not improved, but rather has deteriorated even further, for the heart is still hardened, and she will
not allow herself to reach out to those who really do care for her wellbeing. Her emotional state is
such that you might consider her to be in a melt-down condition, and confusion is blurring the
mind's ability to make rational decisions. Even words meant as constructive criticism or assistance
are taken with an unhealthy dose of doubt, anger and distrust.
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All the while, she has E.J. sitting beside her, encouraging her to continue, as they have lost so
much of their own in the financial arena, that he too is functioning from a state of great fear. You
see, even though he professes to believe all that has been written and spoken by us in the last
eleven or so years, he still fears that, without money, he is nothing and fears for their future.

Add to this the embarrassment of having to return without having succeeded, after all the
statements made about not returning until they have gold in hand, and you have two people who
are operating, not in faith, but in fear, which is the ABSOLUTE opposite of faith.
Those with whom they are dealing, trying to obtain money, are not all working from the Lighted
side of Creation. There are many who would dangle a carrot of small amounts of money in order to
obtain complete control of a U.S. operation, even though it has never been presented as such.
When you play in the Big League, with the Big Boys, you can know that, unless you have
absolutely clean hands going in, with nothing even the slightest bit shady in your background,
these Big League Players will find out all the dirty laundry in your baskets, and will use it against
you whenever needed. The information is held as a trump card, ready to play, just as soon as they
hand over the bait money.
So, be very careful, anyone who thinks they shall benefit from such funding, for I can tell you for a
fact that strings are attached, and the strings reach around the world several times and are filled
with many knots. If you ones believe that the money from these sources is what is needed to bring
about freedom and liberty to your projects and this mission, then I tell you that you certainly are
traveling down a very slippery slope, and at the bottom you shall find yourselves drowning in thick
quicksand. I strongly urge you, therefore, before accepting any money from this source, to think
about what you really want, and just what your intent might be, for if money is all that you are
seeking, then money is all you shall have.
How many times have I told you ones that you HAVE NOT because your faith is such that you
believe you CANNOT HAVE? My Father's universes are filled with abundance, but abundance
does not always take the form of great sums of money.
One of the basic lessons that you should all have learned is that money is not the answer to all of
your problems. Your problems come from lack of trust, lack of cooperation, lack of community, and
lack of love and forgiveness.
You have formed something which more resembles a large business holding, with one or two
people controlling everything, rather than each and every one of you having the same amount of
responsibility AND authority. Giving responsibility without the authority to carry out the job at hand
is a dead-end position. How can you possibly carry out your particular task, and have full
responsibility of that task, without the authority to make decisions about that task? If you have the
responsibility, while only one or two hold the positions of authority, how can those one or two
persons possibly know every detail involved in every task, and how can they possibly expect to, or
be expected to, make the best decisions for every situation?
[Editor's note: This is the end of the originally private section of this writing.]
Why is responsibility so freely given, while authority is rationed? The answer is as old as the world
itself, and it is CONTROL. If you have the responsibility to carry out your appointed or chosen
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task, but another holds the reins of authority, then you are most likely destined to fail, even before
beginning, because you are always going to be on "the short end of the stick" when things go
wrong, even though the decisions that brought you to that end were not necessarily your own.
Yet, the position is still your responsibility!
Under these conditions you will forever find yourselves in "head-butting" contests with those in
"control" and seats of authority, for it is a most inefficient way to operate. Authority is not rendered
to those with whom it should reside because there is lack of trust, lack of cooperation, lack of love,
and lack of forgiveness. In your third-dimensional expression, there are VERY FEW
who have progressed enough in their journeys to allow authority to fall to those who are
responsible for a given job. Meanwhile, those who can actually handle authority in a responsible,
balanced manner are even fewer in number.
Authority carries with it a great deal of responsibility, and if you ones fully understood the
ramifications of the authority that you have been given by Creator, you would not be in the
condition you find yourselves today. When you allow another to take away your authority, or you
freely give it away, you are short-changing yourselves, because each and every one of you have
no greater or any less authority in the eyes of Creator God.
I told you earlier that God's universes are teeming with abundance in every form. It is only
because you have allowed your authority to be usurped by the Adversary that you live in a mental
and spiritual state of LACK consciousness. If you truly believe that all you need, and even what
you desire, is yours simply for the asking, then you would not be needing to travel all over the
globe to find monetary treasures. You would, rather, be creating them exactly where you are!
But, because your levels of faith and understanding are stuck in the mud, you are, therefore,
continuing to lack what are, in some cases, even the basic necessities—to say nothing of the
desires of the heart. You have not because you ask not, or you ask in error—that is, you ask
without COMPLETE AND UNBENDING FAITH! If there is the slightest seed of doubt, you have
undone it even before you have spoken it. And, remember from whence cometh doubt—it comes
from fear, and you all do, I hope, remember THE source of fear, for it is, after all, lesson number
one.
By allowing fear to have such control over you, you have, in essence, given away your authority to
create the reality that you all profess to desire. God did not create you to achieve any task without
giving you the authority to create your own reality.
But you all walk around as if you are victims of some angry, vengeful god. The anger and
vengeance are not from God, children, THEY ARE FROM THE ADVERSARY, and you must, if
you are ever going to step off the down-trodden path, take back that authority which you have
given away.
Stop waiting for another to bring you back the money, or tell you what you can do, when you can
do it, and how you can do it. Stop waiting for someone else to make your decisions, and know that
the only really bad decision is the one you refuse to make.
ONLY BY TAKING THE RESPONSIBILITY AND THE AUTHORITY FOR YOUR OWN LIVES
CAN YOU TRULY BECOME FREE. Freedom is not going to come from money and, in all
likelihood, money will be fleeting if you believe that it is all you need to set you free.
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I agree that you live in a physical world, where money seems to be the ultimate ruler. But that,
children, is the greatest of the lies, for it only gets you ones running around in very large circles,
chasing your own tails—for the more you get, the more you spend, and the more you spend, the
more you want, and the wants become needs, and the cycle becomes never ending, for more is
never enough, and enough always requires more.
Rather, get your spiritual house in order—and that means you clean out all bits of fear, regardless
of how small they might appear to be, for those bits of fear will forever keep the abundance just
beyond your reach. After all vestiges of fear have been eradicated, you will suddenly find that even
your priorities have changed, and suddenly money becomes but another tool, and not something
that you endlessly chase after.
You will find that the big houses and fancy cars and clothes have absolutely no value, and
appearances mean nothing. The only thing you will find yourself focusing on is your part in the
overall scheme of Creation; and once you find this level of knowledge, then material possessions,
fear, and doubt have no hold over you.
THIS IS FREEDOM!
This is the point where abundance will truly flow, for you will be working in cooperation with
Creation, and not in opposition to it—for fear of lack is opposite to Creation, and fear only destroys
your authority, which is given to each of you in order that you might create your own reality.
Do you ones understand this? The most difficult part of the whole journey upon which you ones
find yourselves is ridding yourselves of all the self-imposed limitations due to fear. The best way of
getting rid of fear is to have experiences which allow you to take control over the fear with the
AUTHORITY of your birthright, and thereby re-create the situation into something more balanced
and bountiful.
Many of you ones have bought into the lie that it is much easier to allow someone else to hold the
reins of authority, for if something goes wrong, they're ultimately the ones who will be blamed.
However, allow me to correct you, for it is once again a lie that your lives are easier thereby, for
there is always much more struggling because you shall always have to answer to the one(s) in
authority for everything you do. You will be obligated to that one or ones, thus you have no
freedom—so your life isn't easier, but instead becomes more complicated! You expect the one(s)
in authority to provide for you in one form or another, and that, chelas, is not the way I taught!
Know that we allow the human dramas to play themselves out because we do not have the
authority to interfere. We do not have the authority because the authority is YOURS, not ours! It is
your decisions, your choices, and your authority to work through your own dramas. We only
interfere in extenuating circumstances, and when a species is ready to blow up their world, which
affects the rest of Creation.
You who are there as Ground Crew have the same authority as everyone else on the planet. You
would never have been asked to participate in the experience with one hand tied behind your
backs, so to speak. You do not need our permission to do anything, for we do not grant
permission, and we do not call all the shots, as so many of you seem to believe. We shall all work
in complete cooperation with one another, but we shall never take away your personal authority
and decision-making functions, for you would learn nothing, and the mission would soon cease to
be effective.
There is none whose authority is any greater than another. Those who would tell you otherwise
are not functioning within the framework of this particular mission. There are other missions that
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have been mounted by adversarial forces to destroy this mission of bringing Earth into the greater
galactic family, for those who would want control perceive they have much to lose. Therefore, just
because ones come telling you that you shall do thus and so if you want to be on "my team", be
very, very careful which team this is, because MY teammembers do not dictate every aspect of
your lives!
Each of you know full well all these things, and are only in need of refresher classes from time to
time. This has been one of those refresher classes.
Thank you for your time, your patience, and your perseverance in these times. We are making
progress, and though you may look upon happenings as setbacks, know that they are but further
experiences from which all shall learn many valuable lessons.

I am Sananda, One with the Holy White Light of Creator God, our Father. I leave thee, as always,
with the blessings of our Father. Go then, in Peace and in Light and in LOVE.
Salu.
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